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Abstract. We provide constraints on possible configurations and interactions of two coplanar tori orbiting a central
Kerr black hole (BH), in dependence on its dimensionless spin. The two-tori configurations can be directly linked to the
current models featuring the obscuration of galactic BH X-ray emission. The emergence of each torus instability phases
is discussed and tori collision has been also investigated. The first simple evaluation of the center-of-mass energy proves
that collision-energy-efficiency increases with the dimensionless BH spin. We explore the phenomenological aspects
of the corotating and counterrotating tori by analyzing properties of the orbiting toroidal configurations related to the
fluid enthalpy flux, the mass-flux, the mass-accretion-rates, and the cusp luminosity in the two cases of corotating and
counterrotating fluids in dependence on the SMBH spin. The analysis resulted ultimately in a comparative investigation
of the properties of corotating versus counterrotating tori, demonstrating that two accretion tori can orbit around the
central Kerr attractor only under very specific conditions. Our results also demonstrate that the dynamics of the unstable
phases of these double tori systems is significant for the high energy phenomena which could be observable in the X-ray
emission and extremely energetic phenomena in active galactic nuclei and quasar.
PACS. XX.XX.XX No PACS code given
1 Introduction
Observations in the X-ray emission are on the verge of the as-
trophysical development in the high energy sector and in many
senses we can safely say that thay contribute significantly to
make a challenging period for astrophysics. Surely, the planned
new satellite observatories represent expected breakthrough mis-
sion in this sector1 [1]. Consequently, theoretical models are
continuously challenged by new data that require new emerg-
ing hypotheses supported by computational simulations by ap-
propriately adapted numerical integration codes. There is then
a remarkable area which is potentially capable to unify very
different issues of high energy astrophysics connecting X-ray
emission, black hole (BH) physics related to accretion pro-
cesses, and galaxy mergers see, e.g., [2] and [3,4]. The origin
of X-ray emission in BH environments is especially viewed as
accretion related, and possibly a bridge between galaxy and a
galactic BH activity keeping fingerprints of galaxy mergers[5,
6,7,8,9,4,10]. There are various studies of the X-ray emission
profile, and more generally jet emission, using more or less the
Send offprint requests to:
1 For example from XMM-Newton: https://www.cosmos.esa.
int/web/xmm-newton, to NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observator:
http://cxc.harvard.edu/index.html, NuSTAR (Nuclear Spec-
troscopic Telescope Array) http://www.nustar.caltech.edu/
page/about and Swift BAT (Burst Alert Telescope) https://
swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/about_swift/bat_desc.html.
general scheme of the emission “screened” by some “bubbles”
of matter configurations in equilibrium, assumed to be located
in the inner region between the BH and an outer disk orbiting
the central attractor. We mention also obscuring torus in Galaxy
X-ray emission [12,13,14,15] and [16], for a discussion on the
role of the inner and outer part of an accretion disk [17]. In
fact, active galactic nuclei (AGN) “obscuration” is generally
linked to some toroidal configurations possibly surrounding the
AGN accretion disk [18,19,20,21]. The results we found in the
present paper should be directly comparable with investigation
of AGN-BH X-ray spectra. We set opaque geometrically thick
toroidal surfaces that are likely produced during BH growth
due to “clumpy” episodic accretion processes, implying poten-
tially interesting consequences on the X-ray emission and os-
cillations in the black hole accretion systems–see also [22,23,
24,25] for different charged models of structured disks.
Motivated by these facts, in the present work we consider
the possibility to provide reliable general constraints for any
“adjoint” orbiting structures which may serve as a guide to
model developments of the accreting systems. We investigate
this situation by carefully studying coplanar structured toroidal
disks, so called ringed accretion disks (RADs), first introduced
in [26] and then detailed in [27,28,30,31]. The set-up for the
ringed accretion disk model was drown in [27], where con-
straints and discussion on perturbations were provided. Then in
[28] sequences of unstable configurations were discussed, the
investigation was focused on the unstable phases of accreting
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multi toroidal structures. The paper [29] focused on the case
of two tori as “seed” for larger configurations. The RAD con-
figurations were then discussed in more detailed form in two
works[32,30]. The fourth fundamental study of the RAD is re-
lated to their energetics and it is subject of the present paper.
We provide indication on the doubled toroidal structures that
can be detected independently on the attractor characteristic
spin and, as a sideline result, we also explicitly present first
evaluation of the efficiency of the tori collisions and energy
release in RADs colliding tori. Our results show that even in
the simplest but effective set-up considered here, the presence
of such “screening bubbles” cannot be considered as a general
universal property of any spinning attractor, but on the contrary,
the systems composed by orbiting multi structures (within the
symmetry conditions fixed here) must undergo strict constraints
on the relative tori rotation and they strongly depend on the di-
mensionless spin of the central Kerr attractor. This result re-
markably sets, for the first time to our knowledge, a strong uni-
fying framework for studying of an orbiting multiple configu-
ration and its BH attractor [30]. Specifically, we show that only
four BHs classes, distinguished according to their dimension-
less spin, can host specific RAD configurations, in dependence
on periods of the life of the attractor and the RAD. This finding
thus represents a precise guidance and gives directions to orient
any studies featuring possible screening effects in this frame-
work. The constraints provided here are very restrictive– we
argue that, by considering different processes leading to RAD
formation, some RAD configurations are likely to be formed
around some specific attractors in some periods of the RAD-
BH life[30,27,28,32,33].
From the observational point of view, the phenomenology
associated with these toroidal complex structures can be very
wide. Our studies could open up a new field of investigation in
astrophysics, leading us to reinterpret various phenomena ana-
lyzed so far in the single torus framework. In the new frame-
work, requiring the possibility of multi-tori systems, we can
simultaneously revisit the actual analysis of screened X-ray
emission by considering constraints provided here. The related
observational evidence may be gained by the spectral features
of AGNs X-ray emission line shape, due to the X-ray obscu-
ration and absorption by one of the tori. In [34,35] and [36,
37], for instance, it was proposed that the AGNs X-ray spec-
tra should provide a fingerprint of the tori: relatively indistinct
excesses of the relativistically broadened emission-line compo-
nents were predicted, arising in a well-confined radial distance
in the accretion structure originating by a series of episodic
accretion events. Thus, hints of formation processes are also
briefly addressed.
The RADs feature systems made up of several axis-symmetrical
matter configurations orbiting in the equatorial plane of a sin-
gle central Kerr BH. In the model development, and especially
in the choice for RAD toroidal components, we have taken
into account that tori may be formed during several accretion
regimes occurred in the lifetime of non-isolated Kerr BHs. In-
deed, formation of several accretion tori orbiting one central
super-massive Kerr black hole (BH) has been conjectured specif-
ically as a peculiar feature of AGNs and Quasars-[26,27,28,
38,34,35,36,37,39]. Therefore, evidences of these special con-
figurations are expected to be found in the associated X-ray
spectra emission in AGNs. In these environments, tori might
be formed as remnants of several accretion regimes occurred
in various phases of the BH life and could eventually be reani-
mated in non-isolated systems where the central attractor is in-
teracting with the environment, or in some kinds of binary BH
systems[40,41,42]. Some additional matter could be supplied
into the vicinity of the central BH due to tidal distortion of a
star, or if some cloud of interstellar matter is captured by the
strong gravity [43,44]. During evolution of BHs in these envi-
ronments both corotating and counterrotating accretion stages
are mixed in various accretion periods of the attractor life [45,
46,47]. For the construction of a reliable model, this makes it
necessary to consider, for a rotating central attractor, the pos-
sibility of different orientation of the spin for several aggrega-
tions of matter orbiting the attractor, and to consider this possi-
bility in the associated phenomena. We will show that remark-
ably for some attractors only counterrotating tori could be con-
sidered as inner screening object.
From methodological view-point, it is clear that RAD in-
vestigation is affected by a series of challenging issues. This
rather complex scenario envisages different aspects of black
hole and accretion torus life subject to numerous and articu-
lated studies. The existence of different evolution periods of
the BH-RAD systems should be carefully considered in any
model construction requiring several assumptions on the BH-
RAD history according to the different scenarios of the force
balance of the torus in each period. To fix our idea we may
conveniently introduce the following three RAD-periods: I- pe-
riod features tori formation, II-period consists in the torus ac-
cretion onto the central Kerr attractor and finally a III-period
deals with tori interaction and tori collision emergence. Here
we mainly focus on period (II), discussing the unstable config-
urations as defined in this analysis, and period (III), by consid-
ering conditions for the emergence of tori collisions, providing
very simple approximative evaluation for the collision energy
release.
The morphology of each component of the RAD is a fat
torus in equilibrium, centered on the attractor. This is an exam-
ple of opaque (large optical depth) and super-Eddington (high
matter accretion rates) model: a radiation pressure supported
accretion torus, cooled by advection with low viscosity. The
development of this model was firstly drawn up by Abramow-
icz and his collaborators in a series of works [48,49,50,51,
52] and then adopted in different contexts: particularly this is
today widely adopted as the initial conditions in the set up
for simulations of the GRMHD (magnetohydrodynamic) ac-
cretion structures [53,54,55,56,57]. Consequently, the adapt-
ability and common use of this model in much more complex
dynamical scenarios has driven our choice towards the appli-
cation for each RADs component, taking care to guide our in-
vestigation into results on the ranges of variation of the rele-
vant quantities. The individual toroidal (thick disk) configura-
tions are prescribed by barotropic models, for which the time
scale of the dynamical processes τdyn (regulated by the gravi-
tational and inertial forces) is much lower than the time scale
of the thermal ones τtherm (heating and cooling processes, ra-
diation) that is lower than the time scale of the viscous pro-
cesses τν; thus τdyn  τtherm  τν and the effects of strong
gravitational fields are dominant with respect to the dissipa-
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tive ones and predominant to determine the unstable phases of
the systems [58,52,26,49], see also [59,54,55,60,61,62,63,
64]. As a consequence, during the dynamical processes, the
functional form of the angular momentum and entropy dis-
tribution depends on the initial conditions of the system and
on the details of the dissipative processes. Paczyn´ski realized
that it is physically reasonable to assume ad hoc distributions.
This feature constitutes a great advantage of these models and
render their adoption extremely useful and predictive. The tori
are governed by “Boyer’s condition” of the analytic theory of
equilibrium configurations of rotating perfect fluids [65]. The
toroidal structures of orbiting barotropic perfect fluid are deter-
mined by an effective potential reflecting the spacetime geom-
etry, and the centrifugal force component through the distribu-
tion of the specific angular momentum `(r) of the orbiting fluid
– [26,66,67,64,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,56,75]. The entropy is
constant along the flow and, according to the von Zeipel con-
dition, the surfaces of constant angular velocity Ω and of con-
stant specific angular momentum ` coincide [76,77,78] (this
implies in particular that the rotation law ` = `(Ω) is indepen-
dent of the equation of state [64,79]). Consequently the per-
fect fluid equilibrium tori are regulated in a given spacetime by
the specific angular momentum distribution function `(r), and
a constant K, related to the fluid effective potential, determin-
ing the matter content of the tori. The equipressure surfaces,
K =constant, could be closed, determining equilibrium config-
urations, or open (proto-jet configurations related to jets [28,
31]). The special case of cusped equipotential surfaces allows
for accretion onto the central black hole [51,48,49,52]. The
outflow of matter through the cusp occurs due to an instability
in the balance of the gravitational and inertial forces and the
pressure gradients in the fluid, i.e., by the so called Paczynski
mechanism of violation of mechanical equilibrium of the tori
[48].
The RADs model is based on several symmetry assump-
tions on the tori-central attractor system. In fact, in our ap-
proach we take full advantage of the symmetry of the Kerr
geometry, considering a stationary and axisymmetric, full gen-
eral relativistic (GR) model for a single thick accretion disk
with a toroidal shape; a generalization to different symmetry
misaligned disk and even tilted disk may be convened in fu-
ture work as a modification of the general case considered here.
Thus we address directly the question, if two aligned axi-symmetric
accretion tori can orbit a central coplanar Kerr attractor. The re-
sponse to this issue provided in this work is positive: a double
tori may orbit and even accrete around a central Kerr BH. How-
ever, this may occur only in four special cases, constrained by
the dimensionless spin of the central attractor, the tori specific
angular momentum and the relative rotation of the two tori. The
tori evolution may lead to the interaction and eventual destruc-
tion of the tori system. We briefly discuss conditions for these
critical phenomena emergence, providing an evaluation of the
center-of-mass energy for colliding fluid particles originating
in both tori.
Tori may collide and merge or eventually turn to origin
some feeding–drying processes with some possible interest-
ing phenomenological consequences on the periodical radia-
tion emission: the accreting matter from the outer torus can
impact on the inner torus located between the outer one and the
central BH, or the outer torus may be inactive with an active in-
ner torus accreting onto the BH, or both tori may be accreting
[27,28]; for tidal destruction see [3]. Radially oscillating tori
could be also related to the high-frequency quasi periodic oscil-
lations observed in non-thermal X-ray emission from compact
objects [80]. We expect therefore that future analysis should
throw new light on those aspects of the dynamical processes
not covered by our first analysis.
Following the three previous papers related to various as-
pects of the RAD model, we present here a fourth paper of this
series, devoted to the energetics of the RAD and constraints of
collisions of tori constituting the RADs.
The plan of this article is as follows: we summarize the ba-
sic properties of stationary toroidal fluid configurations in Kerr
spacetime in Sec. (2), where the system formed by the pair of
tori is also introduced. The construction of the RAD tori ag-
gregate led to the introduction of new notations adapted to the
new concepts, most of which are suited to represent the ag-
glomerate as a whole accreting disk. In Sec. (2) a general re-
view of the model is provided, the main notation related to the
new concepts are listed in Table (1). Our analysis leads to cer-
tain number of sideline results, considering especially the pos-
sibility of counterrotating accreting tori orbiting a central Kerr
SMBH. While this subject has been developed in literature, we
had to specify in the RAD framework some more details of the
tori features performing a comparative analysis of the main fea-
tures of the counterrotating tori with respect to the corotating
tori. We report in the Sec. (3) results concerning the tori mor-
phology (tori edges and elongation on the equatorial plane) for
these two classes of tori, considering very carefully the differ-
ent behavior in relation to the BH spin according to different
values of the model parameters, in particular the magnitude of
the fluid specific angular momentum. Throughout this analysis
we also clarify some aspects constraining the emerging of the
tori collisions. In Sec. (4) we discuss the occurrence of tori col-
lisions: constraints are provided in Sec. (4.1) while in Sec. (4.2)
we provide an evaluation of center-of-mass energy for two
colliding particles from the two interacting tori. In Sec. (4.3)
we focus our investigation directly on the phenomenological
aspects of the corotating and counterrotating tori. We analyze
quantities defining the fluid enthalpy flux, the mass-flux, the
mass accretion rates, and the cusp luminosity in the two cases
of corotating and counterrotating fluids in dependence on the
SMBH spin, the fluid specific angular momentum, and fur-
ther parameters related to the fluid density. Sec. (4.4.1) includes
some considerations on the polytropic fluids considered in our
framework. Finally we close this article in Sec. (5) presenting
a general discuss on collisional phenomena in the RAD from a
more global perspective, considering the case of tori in accre-
tion. Concluding remarks follow in Sec. (6), where future per-
spective of our investigations is also provided. Appendix (A)
specifies details on the role of the frame-dragging in the er-
goregion of the Kerr geometry, in relation to the accreting tori
of the RAD.
2 Axi-symmetric tori in a Kerr spacetime
We consider two axially symmetric tori with symmetry plane
coinciding with the equatorial plane of the central Kerr BH of
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mass parameter M and dimensionless spin a/M ∈ [0, 1] [27,28,
26,52,66]. The Kerr metric tensor can be written in the Boyer-
Lindquist (BL) coordinates {t, r, θ, φ} as follows
ds2 = −∆ − a
2 sin2 θ
ρ2
dt2 +
ρ2
∆
dr2 + ρ2dθ2 +
sin2 θ
((
a2 + r2
)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ)
ρ2
dφ2 −
2
a sin2(θ)
(
a2 − ∆ + r2
)
ρ2
dφdt ,
ρ2 ≡ r2 + a2 cos θ2, ∆ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2. (1)
The horizons r− < r+ and the outer static limit r+ are respec-
tively given by:
r± ≡ M ±
√
M2 − a2; (2)
r+ ≡ M +
√
M2 − a2 cos θ2; (3)
there is r+ < r+ on θ , 0 and r_
+ = 2M in the equatorial plane,
θ = pi/2–[84]. The extreme Kerr black hole has spin-mass ratio
a/M = 1, while the non-rotating limiting case a = 0 is the
Schwarzschild metric. As the line element (1) is independent
of φ and t, the covariant components pφ and pt of a particle
four–momentum are conserved along the geodesics, therefore2
the quantities
E ≡ −gαβξαt pβ, L ≡ gαβξαφ pβ , (4)
are constants of motion, where ξt = ∂t is the Killing field rep-
resenting the stationarity of the Kerr geometry and ξφ = ∂φ is
the rotational Killing field.
The constant E for timelike geodesics represents the to-
tal energy of the test particle coming from radial infinity, as
measured by a static observer at infinity, while L is the ax-
ial component of the angular momentum of the particle. The
Kerr metric (1) is invariant under the application of any two
different transformations: xα → −xα for one of the coordinates
(t, φ), or the metric parameter a, and the test particle dynamics
is invariant under the mutual transformation of the parameters
(a, L) → (−a,−L). This makes possible to limit the analysis of
the test particle circular motion to the case of positive values of
a for corotating (L > 0) and counterrotating (L < 0) orbits with
respect to the black hole [81,82,83].
We focus here on the case of a one-species particle perfect
fluid (simple fluid), described by the energy momentum tensor
Tαβ = (% + p)uαuβ + pgαβ, (5)
where % and p are the total fluid density and pressure, respec-
tively, as measured by an observer moving with the fluid whose
2 We adopt the geometrical units c = 1 = G and the (−,+,+,+)
signature, Greek indices run in {0, 1, 2, 3}. The four-velocity satisfy
uaua = −1. The radius r has unit of mass [M], and the angular mo-
mentum units of [M]2, the velocities [ut] = [ur] = 1 and [uϕ] =
[uθ] = [M]−1 with [uϕ/ut] = [M]−1 and [uϕ/ut] = [M]. For the seek of
convenience, we always consider the dimensionless energy and effec-
tive potential [Ve f f ] = 1 and an angular momentum per unit of mass
[L]/[M] = [M].
four-velocity uα is a timelike flow vector field. Due to symme-
tries of the problem, we always assume ∂tQ = 0 and ∂ϕQ = 0,
Q being a generic spacetime tensor. The fluid dynamics is de-
scribed by the continuity equation and the Euler equation re-
spectively:
uα∇α% + (p + %)∇αuα = 0
(p + %)uα∇αuγ + hβγ∇βp = 0, (6)
where the projection tensor hαβ = gαβ+uαuβ and∇αgβγ = 0 [26,
84]. We investigate the fluid toroidal configurations centered
on the plane θ = pi/2, and defined by the constraint ur = 0.
No motion is assumed also in the θ angular direction (uθ =
0). Considering a barotropic equation of state p = p(%), the
continuity equation is identically satisfied as consequence of
the conditions, while from the Euler equation in (6) we find
∂µp
% + p
= −∂µW + Ω∂µ`1 − Ω` ; W ≡ ln Ve f f (`), (7)
where Ve f f (`) = ut = ±
√
g2φt − gttgφφ
gφφ + 2`gφt + `2gtt
,
Ω is the relativistic angular frequency of the fluid relative to
the distant static observers, and Ve f f (`) provides an effective
potential for the fluid, assumed here to be characterized by a
conserved and constant specific angular momentum ` (see also
[64,79]).
Similarly to the case of the test particle dynamics, the func-
tion Ve f f (`) in Eq. (7) is invariant under the mutual transfor-
mation of the parameters (a, `) → (−a,−`), therefore we can
limit the analysis to positive values of a > 0, for corotating
(` > 0) and counterrotating (` < 0) fluids and we adopt the no-
tation (±) for counterrotating or corotating matter respectively.
Therefore, the accretion tori corotate (−) or counterrotate (+)
with respect to the Kerr BH, for `∓a ≷ 0 respectively. As a
consequence of this, considering the case of two orbiting tori,
(i) and (o) respectively, we need to introduce the concept of
`corotating tori, `i`o > 0, and `counterrotating tori, `i`o < 0.
The `corotating tori can be both corotating, `a > 0, or coun-
terrotating, `a < 0, with respect to the central Kerr attractor
[27].
On the other hand, the specific angular momentum distri-
bution of circular geodesics governs the ringed accretion disk
`±(r; a) ≡ LE = (8)
=
a3M + aMr(3r − 4M) ±
√
Mr3
[
a2 + (r − 2M)r]2
[Ma2 − (r − 2M)2r]M ,
namely centers (and cusps) of the individual tori.
Note that the constant specific angular momentum ` in Eq. (7),
characterizing each toroid of the RAD, is related to the “geodesic
angular momentum distribution” `±(r; a) of Eq. (8), due to the
fact that for a fixed r = r¯± > r±mso, the value `±(r¯±; a) provides
the specific angular momentum ` of the torus centered in r¯±,
see also [52].
The tori are regulated by the balance of the hydrostatic and
centrifugal factors due to the fluid rotation and by the curva-
ture effects of the Kerr background, encoded in the effective
potential function Ve f f .
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Fig. 1. GRHD numerical 2D integration of Eq. (7) for the couples
C+× < C
− (upper panel), C±× < C
± (center and bottom panel), orbiting
a central Kerr BH attractor with spin a = 0.382M, (x, y) are Cartesian
coordinates. Tori centers rcent, tori collision point rcoll, and inner edge
of accreting tori are also shown. See also Fig. (14).
The procedure adopted in the present article borrows from
the Boyer theory on the equipressure surfaces applied to a torus
[65,56], where the Boyer surfaces are given by the surfaces of
constant pressure or3 Σi =constant for i ∈ (p, %, `, Ω), [65,66],
where the angular frequency is indeedΩ = Ω(`) and Σi = Σ j for
i, j ∈ (p, %, `, Ω). Many features of the tori dynamics and mor-
phology like their thickness, their stretching in the equatorial
3 More generally ΣQ is the surface Q =constant for any quantity or
set of quantities Q.
Fig. 2. Upper panel: Cross sections on the equatorial plane of the outer
Boyer surfaces Roche lobes for `counterrotating tori C−× < C
+
× (as
there is r−cent < r
+
cent, and there is C
−
× <× C
+
× for it is r
−
× < r
+
×) orbiting
a central Kerr BH attractor with spin a = 0.382M, (x, y) are Cartesian
coordinates and fluid specific angular momentum `− = 3.31, `+ =
−3.99, parameters K− = 0.927516 and K+ = 0.953141. Bottom panel:
Effective potential Ve f f as function of r/M. This special tori couple is
investigated also in Figs (4) (5), (14)-bottom and (11).
plane, and the location of the tori are predominantly determined
by the geometric properties of spacetime via the effective po-
tential Ve f f . The boundary of any stationary, barotropic, per-
fect fluid body is determined by an equipotential surface, i.e.,
the surface of constant pressure (the Boyer surface) that is or-
thogonal to the gradient of the effective potential. The toroidal
surfaces are the equipotential surfaces of the effective poten-
tial Ve f f (`), considered as function of r, solutions ln(Ve f f ) =
c = constant or Ve f f = K =constant. The couple of parame-
ters (`,K) uniquely identifies each Boyer surface–Figs (2). It
should also be noted that, according to Eq. (7), the maximum
of the hydrostatic pressure corresponds to the minimum of the
effective potential Ve f f , and it is the torus center rcent. The in-
stability points of the tori, as envisaged by the P-W mechanics,
are located at the minima of the pressure and therefore maxi-
mum of Ve f f —Figs (2). To identify these points, we therefore
need to compute the critical points of Ve f f (r) as function of the
radius r. Equation ∂rVe f f can be solved for the specific angular
momentum of the fluid `(r)–Fig. (3).
In fact, the forces balance condition for the accretion torus
can be encoded in two functions defining each RAD compo-
nent: the torus fluid (critical) specific angular momentum: `±crit(a; r) :
∂rVe f f = 0, defining the critical points of the hydrostatic pres-
sure in the torus, see Eq. (8) and the function K±crit(a; r, `) :
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Fig. 3. Radii {r¯±(γ), r¯±(mbo), r¯±(mso)} versus a/M ∈ [0, 1]. Spins {a1, a2, a3},
introduced in Eq. (11), and a0 introduced in Sec. (4.2) are also shown.
The marginally stable circular orbit r±mso, the marginally bounded cir-
cular orbit r±mbo and finally the marginal (photon) circular orbit r
+
γ , for
counterrotating (+) and corotating (-) fluids are also shown. Inside
panel: Fluid specific angular momentum {`±γ , `±mbo, `±mso} as function of
the dimensionless spin a/M ∈ [0, 1].
Ve f f (a; r, `±crit), for counterrotating and corotating fluids respec-
tively, `crit is present as a fundamental feature of the theory of
accretion disks [52]. In the following, we use ` and K generally
as model parameters and parameter values, while `crit and Kcrit
are the functions of a/M and r. We consider these functions
extensively in the following. Functions {`±crit(a; r),K±crit(a; r)}
have been of great methodological importance in the devel-
opment of the RAD model [27], through the definition of the
set of the functions {`icrit}ni=1, {Kicrit}ni=1 (the RAD order n is the
number of its components) which is also the basis for the def-
inition of effective potential of the agglomerate [27]. In the
model adopted for each component of the RAD considered
here, the specific angular momentum of the torus lies on a set
of level surfaces `i = `icrit(a; r) =constant, as the parameter
Ki = Kicrit(a; r) =constant. Functions {`±crit,K±crit} are pictured
in Figs 5–while further considerations are reflected in Figs 6
and Figs 11. Curves K±crit(a; r, `) locate the tori centers, provide
information on torus elongation (see Fig. 7) and density and,
for a torus accreting onto the central BH, determine the inner
and outer torus edges. Angular momentum `±crit(a; r) does not
coincide with the Keplerian momentum L, describing the free
particle angular momentum, but it is related to this function
through Eq. (8)–an extensive discussion on the role of L and
` in the accretion tori and accretion processes can be found in
[26,67], while `±crit(a; r) and K
±
crit(a; r) have been widely inves-
Fig. 4. GRHD-Numerical 3D integration of tori density surfaces (so-
lutions of Eq. (7)). Colors are chosen according to improved visual
effects. Integration is stopped at the emerging of tori collision. Black
region is r < r+, r+ is the outer horizon of the Black hole of spin
a = 0.385M, gray region is the outer ergosurface. Top panel pictures
two `counterrotating tori C−× < C
+
×, the inner corotating torus and the
outer counterrotating torus is accreting onto the central BH, accretion
flux is stopped during RAD integration. Center panel focuses on a
different RAD view, to focus on the region close to the BH and to
colliding region. Bottom panel shows a second collision phase when
the matter flow from the outer counterrotating torus impacts on the in-
ner corotating accreting torus. Tori, centered on the BH, are coplanar
and orbiting on the equatorial plane of the central Kerr BH. The entire
SMBH-RAD system is tilted relative to the observer.
tigated in the developing of the RAD model in [27,29]. Our
investigation is focused on the task to find the ranges of varia-
tion of the main fluid features, as the specific angular momen-
tum, or fluid density related to the K parameter, during differ-
ent evolutionary phases of the RAD: from formation, growth,
to accretion of its components and tori collisions. This aspect
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Fig. 5. `-modes representation. Upper panel: fluid specific angular
momenta ∓`±crit for counterotating and corotating tori respectively, in-
dicating the pressure extreme points, in the spacetime of a BH with
spin a = 0.382M as function of r/M. The RAD perturbation `–modes
reduces to shifts on the each curve `±. Tori centers, r±cent, and accreting
points r±× of a tori couple C
−
× < C
+
× are shown (lines ` =constant), r
±
γ
are the photon circular orbits–see Figs (4,2) and Fig. (11) for related
density surfaces. Light-gray region is the limiting maximum spac-
ing of the two accreting tori in this spacetime, black continuum lines
are the marginally stable orbits r±mso, the gray region is the limiting,
maximum spacing for the specific tori in the couple, for growing K`-
modes of the inner corotating tori–see also Figs (12) and (13). Bot-
tom panel: Plot of K±crit as function of r/M, inner edge r
±
× and outer
edges of accreting tori for a colliding couple are also shown, colli-
sion region is enlarged. Light-gray region is the maximum limiting
spacing for the two accreting tori. each torus elongation on the equa-
torial plane is set by the Kcrit =constant lines. Gray shades the same
region as in upper-panel. Note that for an accreting torus plots Kcrit(r)
do not directly locate the torus center, neither can be easily related to
the effects of ` or K-modes. For non accreting (quiescent) tori, lines
Kcrit(r) =constant locate the inner edge of an accreting torus r× and the
center rcent (in figure rout(K)) an `corotating couple of tori with dif-
ferent angular momentum, see for a throughout discussion and main
applications [27]. Figs (11) and Figs (6) for further details. Limiting
values K−mso < Klim ≡ 1 are represented by dot-dashed and dotted lines
respectively.
Fig. 6. Upper panel: plots of the inner rin and outer rout edges of RADs
accretion tori orbiting different SMBHs (spins a on curves), as func-
tions of r/M. rin and rout are introduced in Eqs (14). Shaded region is
r < rcent, rcent is the line of torus centers where at fixed r/M there is
rcent = r. Corotating tori are represented in continuum and dotdashed
curves, thick dashed and thick dotted curves are for counterrotating
tori. Horizontal lines on each curve fix a torus (constant angular mo-
mentum), torus inner and outer edges are signed on the figure–see
discussion on Eq. (14). Bottom panel: Inner r±in and outer edges r
±
out
of accretion torus, at different spins and fluid specific angular mo-
mentum for corotating (-) and counterrotating (+) fluids. as functions
of K2 where K ∈ [Kmso, 1[. Arrows follow increasing values of the
SMBHs spins. Inside panel: radii r±in and edges r
±
out as functions of
specific angular momentum `, for corotating and counterrotating flu-
ids, for SMBH spins a = 0.99M and a = 0.382M at K2 = 0.95.
allows a general applicability of the results found here even-
tually to other accreting disk models for the aggregate com-
ponents. We will briefly resume this argument concerning tori
collisions in Sec. (4.3). In general model of accretion disks the
angular momentum of matter in accretion disks is considered
to be sufficiently high for the centrifugal force to be a predom-
inant component of the four forces regulating the disks balance
(centrifugal, gravitational, pressure and magnetic forces), the
Bondi quasi-spherical accretion constitutes an example of sit-
uation when the condition (|`| > |L|) is not fulfilled. In gen-
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Fig. 7. Cross sections on the equatorial plane of the consecutive Boyer
surfaces of two separated rings Ci < Co, with boundaries ∂Ci and
∂Co, the tori centers rmin = rcent are signed with points and the lines
rcent =constant. With r/M =
√
x2 + y2 and (x, y) are Cartesian coordi-
nates. The inner rin and outer rout edge are also signed, λa for a ∈ {i, o}
are the tori elongation and λ¯o,i is the spacing among the tori. hi is the
height associated to the Ci torus, or the maximum point of the surface
∂Ci The `corotating rings, rotate around a black hole attractor with
spin a = 0.75M and specific angular momentum `i = −4.2897 and
`o = −4.41883.
eral accretion disks, there must be an extended region where
there is ∓`± > ∓L± (explicitly considering also the counterro-
tating fluids) in the same orbital region. This is assumed to hold
for a general accretion torus with a general angular momen-
tum distribution. In this work we provide limit to the inequal-
ity |L| < |`| according to different conditions set on the RAD.
Then, a particularly attractive feature of tori with constant spe-
cific angular momentum ` is that the `corotating tori and par-
ticularly `counterrotating tori are constrained by the Kerr ge-
ometry geodesic structure4: this comprise the marginally sta-
ble circular orbit, r±mso, the marginally bounded circular orbit,
r±mbo and the marginal circular orbit (photon orbit) r
±
γ -Fig. (3).
It is also necessary to introduce also the radii r±(mbo) and r
±
(γ),
defined as the solutions of the following equations:
(–) r±(mbo) : `±(r
±
(mbo)) = `±(r
±
mbo) ≡ `±mbo, (9)
(–) r±(γ) : `±(r
±
(γ)) = `±(r
±
γ ) ≡ `±γ ,
where r±γ < r
±
mbo < r
±
mso < r
±
(mbo) < r
±
(γ) (10)
–see Fig. (3). The radii r(γ) and r(mbo) are related to the radii rγ
and rmbo through the angular momenta `γ and `mbo respectively.
Accordingly, there are the following critical values of the spin:
a1 ≡ 0.4740M : r+(mbo) = r−(γ),
a2 = 0.461854M : r−(mbo) = r
+
mso,
a3 ≡ 0.73688M : r−(γ) = r+mso, (11)
see Figs (3). The role of radii r(γ) and r(mbo) can be easily seen
by considering the lines ` =constant on `(r) in Fig. (3). It is
4 It is worth specifying that this strong dependence of the model on
the geometric properties of spacetime induced by the central attractor
enables us to apply to a certain extent the results found here to different
models of accretion disks [52].
simple to see that, consistently with most of the axi-symmetric
accretion tori models, the (stress) inner edge of the accret-
ing torus is at r× ∈]rmbo, rmso], while the torus is centered at
rcent > rmso [85,86,87,88]. This consistency with the relevant
ranges for most of the accretion tori is a good indication of the
reliability of this approach to RADs at different systems.
In each couple, the two tori are generally severely con-
strained in mutual relations of the ranges of variation of fluids
specific angular momentum, tori edges location, and the attrac-
tor spin: it can be shown that the center of each torus turns to
be located in [rmso, r(mbo)], [r(mbo), r(γ)], r > r(γ), whereas the
inner edge of each torus lies in these ranges or in [rmbo, rmso],
in dependence of the range of the parameter `, and if the tori
are accreting or non-accreting. Any accreting torus is in fact a
toroidal solution of the Euler equation (6) with proper bound-
ary conditions admitting a cusp, a point of hydromechanical
destabilization. The vanishing pressure implies a non equilib-
rium regime at radii r ≤ r× with the consequent dynamical
mass loss from the disk induced by the Roche lobe overflow
(a self-regulating process for the accretion rate of many kinds
of accreting disks–see[52]). The range of fluid specific angular
momentum values where closed cusped solutions can be found
is restricted to ]∓ `±mso,∓`±mbo[ respectively for counter-rotating
and corotating tori. It is straightforward to show that the loca-
tion of the center (point of fluid maximum hydrostatic pressure
and density) is at rcent ∈]rmso, r(mbo)[. If ±`∓ > ±`∓γ , then the
torus center is located in r∓cent > r∓(γ), this torus has no criti-
cal configuration (according to P-W mechanism)-[27,28]. We
have therefore a way to place the critical pressure points ac-
cording to the range of variation of the fluid specific angular
momentum. We refer to Table (1) which explicitly introduces
the ranges L1, L2 and L3 of the fluid momentum `.
In the following, it will be convenient to use the notation
C± (C±×) for non-accreting (accreting) tori, ()
± for a torus which
may be non-accreting or accreting (according to hydro-gravitational
destabilization due to P-W mechanism [52]). Boyer surfaces
and density plots with indication on the relative notation are in
Figs (2) and Figs (1).
Also, symbols ≶ (≶×) for two tori refer to the relative posi-
tion of the tori centers rcent (accretion points or unstable points
r×): thus, for example, we use short notation (()− < ()+, ()− <×
()+) ≡ ()− × ()+ that means r−cent < r+cent and r−× < r+×–see
Figs (2) and Table (1).
We can proceed now by solving the hydrodynamic equa-
tions (7) with a barotropic equation of state associated to each
torus of the four couples ()±i < ()
±
o and ()
±
i < ()
∓
o , respectively
within the conditions roin ≥ riout for the inner roin (outer (riout))
edge of the outer (inner) torus. Here the fluid specific angular
momentum varies in the ranges ` ∈ [`mso, `mbo], [`mbo, `γ] or
` > `γ. We refer to Table (1) for a brief summary of the in-
troduced notation including brief description. The analysis can
be then further simplified by considering appropriate bound-
ary conditions on a properly defined effective potential for the
couple of tori. In fact, we may introduce, as in [27], an effec-
tive potential VC
2
e f f
∣∣∣∣
K
and also alternative VC
2
e f f potential for the
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system of the two tori
VC
2
e f f
∣∣∣∣
K
≡ V ie f fΘ(−Ki)
⋃
Voe f fΘ(−Ko)
and
VC
2
e f f ≡ V ie f f (`i)Θ(rocent − r)Θ(r − r+)
⋃
Voe f f (`o)Θ(r − ricent),
where Θ is the Heaviside (step) function such that for example
Θ(−Ki) = 1 for V ie f f < Ki and Θ(−Ki) = 0 for V ie f f > Ki.
The constraints in VC
2
e f f are provided through the parameters
{Ki,Ko}, while the potential VC2e f f is determined by the fixed
centers (ricent, r
o
cent) only. The effective potential of the couple
can therefore be written as a coupling of the effective potentials
for each torus. In both cases, with VC
2
e f f and V
C2
e f f
∣∣∣∣
K
, the two tori
are determined by the couple of the parameters Ki =constant
and Ko =constant (where `i and `o are fixed).
The results show that two non-accreting `corotating and
`counterrotating tori might orbit any Kerr attractor, if their spe-
cific angular momenta are properly related. However, the emer-
gence of accretion occurs in the following four couples only:
(i) : C±× < C
±, (ii) : C+× < C
±, (12)
(iii) : C−× < C
±, (iv) : C−× < C
+
×
see Figs (2) and Figs (1).
We can describe results as it follows: for a `corotating cou-
ple ((i)), or a Schwarzschild (static (a = 0)) attractor, only the
inner torus of a couple can be accreting (this can be also seen
by considering the curves `=constant for `(r) Fig. (3)-right).
In the `counterrotating case, an accreting corotating torus
must be the inner one of the couple while the outer counterro-
tating torus can be non-accreting or in accretion-Fig. (2).
If there is a C−× torus, or if the attractor is static, then no
inner (corotating or counterrotating) torus can exist, and then
C−× is part of C−× < C− couple as in Figs (1) or of a C−× < ()
+
one as in Figs (2), that is the inner accreting torus of a couple
where the outer is quiescent (in this case it can be corotating or
counterrotating) or also in accretion and in this case it has to be
counterrotating.
A corotating torus can be the outer of a couple of tori with
an inner counterrotating accreting torus. Then the outer torus
may be corotating (non accreting), or counterrotating in accre-
tion or non-accreting–Figs (1). Both the inner corotating and
the outer counterrotating torus of the couple can accrete onto
the attractor. A counterrotating torus can therefore reach the in-
stability being the inner one of a `corotating or `counterrotating
couple as in Figs (2), or the outer torus of a `counterrotating
couple as shown in Figs (1).
Then it is worth noting that if the accreting torus is counter-
rotating with respect to the Kerr attractor, i.e. a C+×, then there
is no inner counterrotating torus, but a couple may be formed
as a C+× < C± or as a ()
− < C+× one.
Couples C±× < C± and C−× < C+ having only the inner
torus in accretion, while the outer torus is quiescent, may form
around any attractors with a ∈ [0,M]. A C−× < C+× couple, fea-
turing the occurrence of double accretion, as shown in Figs (2),
is possible in all Kerr spacetimes where a , 0. However, the
couple is subjected to several constraints on the fluid specific
angular momentum: if the BH dimensionless spin a / a1, and
the lower must be the specific angular momentum `− of the in-
ner corotating torus. Thus, if a counterrotating torus is accret-
ing onto the central black hole, there could be an inner corotat-
ing torus, which may also accrete onto the spinning attractor,
acting as a screening torus for the matter flow of the accret-
ing counterrotating outer torus. However, the lower is the Kerr
black hole dimensionless spin, say a / a1, the lower must be
the corotating torus specific angular momentum–see [29]. Nev-
ertheless, a counterrotating torus can therefore reach the insta-
bility being the inner or the outer ring of an `counterrotating
couple. In fact, couples ()+ < C−, with an outer corotating
and quiescent torus, have to be observed in any spacetime a ∈
[0,M], but only for slower spinning BHs with a ∈ [0, a2[, the
corotating non-accreting (quiescent) torus C− approaches the
instability (i.e. the inner edge is r× ' r−mso). Note that the faster
is the Kerr attractor (a ' a3), the farther away should be the
outer torus to prevent collision (i.e. the torus center rcent > r−(γ)).
The system consisting of an inner accreting counterrotating
torus and an outer equilibrium corotating torus may be formed
in any spacetime, but the faster is the attractor, the farther away
should be the outer torus and this also implies the outer torus
has large specific angular momentum [27,28,32,33,30]. Fi-
nally, we emphasize that for the tori couples with inner coro-
tating tori, in particular for the cases (ii) and (iii) considered in
Eq. (12), the possibility of penetration of matter into ergoregion
Σ+ , or the formation of extended toroidal matter configurations
contained in this region, can occur; we refer to [26,89,27,28,
32,30,31] for a detailed discussion on this possibility, while in
Sec. (A) we briefly add further considerations on this aspect.
General comments on methods We close this section with
some methodological notes, introducing next section (4) deal-
ing with tori collisions. In the investigation of RAD agglomer-
ate and its internal dynamics, from its formation and evolution
to the RAD tori collisions, we have taken into account all the
evolutive possibilities of the model through the parameter anal-
ysis, constraining ultimately the RADs order and the distribu-
tion of momentum depending on the central SMBH spin [27,
30]. Here, having fixed the RAD order as n = 2, we still have
different degrees of freedom provided by the K and ` param-
eters; we will better look at this aspect in Sec. (4.1) introduc-
ing the RAD `-modes and K-modes–[27]. More specifically,
as also mentioned above, tori collisions and RAD formation
are strongly constrained by the geodesic structure of the Kerr
spacetime, this fact has been highly emphasized in [27,28,29].
This feature constitutes indeed a methodological advantage of
the model, as these limits, because of their geometric nature
due to the spacetime properties of the central BH attractor,
have in fact a major role in determining the force balance in
the RAD in even more complex situations where, for example,
other effects are taken into account, as the magnetic field distri-
bution, which makes these models highly predicting as emerges
in agreements with of many GRMHD analysis. Considerations
developed here considerably constrain some important features
of the an accretion tori formation [32,28], and the possibility of
the formation of a tori agglomerate. A further significant con-
sequence is that such kind of investigation provides ranges of
variation of certain parameter set. For the tori collisions to oc-
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Table 1. Lookup table with the main symbols and relevant notation used throughout the article.
C cross sections of the closed Boyer surfaces (quiescent non accreting torus)
C× cross sections of the closed cusped Boyer surfaces (accreting torus)
O× cross sections of the open cusped Boyer surfaces (proto-jet)
() any of the topologies (C,C×,O×)
(rin, rout) inner and outer edge of Ci ring
± counterrotating/ corotating
`counterrotating /`corotating tori ()± − ()∓ /()± − ()± tori
rcent center of outer Roche lobe (torus center)
r× accretion point (stress inner edge of accreting torus)
rJ unstable point in open configurations
rcoll contact point in collisions among two quiescent tori
r±(mbo), r
±
(γ) radii of the complement geodesic structure in Eq. (9)
L1 (or L1±) specific angular momentum range: ∓`± ∈ [∓`±mso,∓`±mbo[
L2 (or L2±) specific angular momentum range: ∓`± ∈ [∓`±mbo,∓`±γ [
L3 (or L3±) specific angular momentum range: ∓`± ≥ `±γ
≶ rings sequentiality according to the centers rcent (inner/outer tori) i.e. ricent ≶ r
i
cent
()i, ()o generally inner and outer configurations of a couple i.e. ()i < ()o
≶× rings sequentiality according to the critical points (r×, rJ) i.e. ri× ≶ r
i
×
`i/i+1 ≡ `i/`i+1 ratio in specific angular momentum of Ci and Ci+1
Ccoll/rˆ colliding couple with rcoll located on a radius rˆ outer: torus is quiescent
C× colliding couple: the outer torus is accreting
C×coll colliding couple: combination of the two processes (Ccoll, C×), where r
i
out = r
o
× = rcoll
C×/r+mso colliding couple: the outer torus is accreting where r+× ≡ r+mso
C×/r+mbo colliding couple: the outer torus is accreting where r
+
× ≡ r+mbo
cur, we have to fix parameter values for one specific situation
represented by (arbitrarily chosen) initial data, (`i, `o,Ki,Ko),
for the tori couple orbiting a specific SMBHs with fixed dimen-
sionless spin parameter a/M. The spacetime geodesic structure
and its complement structure as defined in Eq. (9), as founded
in [27,28] in the developing of the RAD model, actually influ-
ence the aggregate composition through the function `crit. We
note that in the RAD context the two functions (`icrit, `
o
crit) must
be simultaneously considered in the study of the couple. Fig-
ures (5), (2), (12) and (13) well show the different situations
for corotating and counterrotating fluids, while further details
on this aspect are explored in Sec. (3). The analysis of fluid
specific angular momentum ranges solves only a part of the
problem to constraint the RAD, because together with `crit, it
is necessary to consider K±crit, and more generally the values of
K-parameters which fix in fact many important accretion tori
features, from the elongation in the equatorial plane being re-
lated to tori density and, for example the mass-accretion-rate–
see Sec. (3). The conditions on the collisions have much free-
dom, depending, at fixed a/M, on the couple (`,K) for the two
tori. From a methodological viewpoint, we have reduced the
freedom represented by the choice of ` and K parameter for
any RAD component, by using constraints on the fluids criti-
cal pressure points, locating the torus inner edge, rin, the torus
center, rcent, and the outer edge, rout. The explicit use of these
constraints has been also detailed in [28,32]. However, fixing
only one or two of these radii, does not respond to the prob-
lem of the construction and constraining of the RAD structure
and evolution. In order to respond to this issue, the whole set of
points generated by each toroidal component of the RAD, must
be simultaneously considered during the analysis of RAD con-
straints (see also the RAD function Eq. (12)). In Sec. (4.1), con-
straints on the collision emergence will be provided. The points
{r jin, r jcent, r jout}, for any torus j of the RAD, are then studied in
a model defined by 2n + 1 parameters, where n is the RAD
order (number of the tori composing the RAD aggregate). In
this investigation there is n = 2 and the model parameters are
then given by the pairs pi ≡ (`i,Ki) and po ≡ (`o,Ko) and
by the dimensionless spin a/M of the central SMBH–this is a
4 + 1 parameters model5. To simplify the analysis, it was con-
venient to introduce the notion of the RAD state, consisting in
the precise arrangement of the following characteristics of the
couple: parameters (`i, `o) and (Ki,Ko), and relative location of
the tori edges, topology (if accreting or non accreting torus), if
in collision or not. Then, a ringed disk of the order n = 2, with
fixed critical topology can be generally in n = 8 different states
according to the relative position of the centers and rotation:
n = 4 different states if the rings are `corotanting, and n = 4
for `countorrotating rings. Considering also the relative loca-
tion of points of minimum pressure, then the couple (()a − ()b)
with different, but fixed topology, could be in n = 16 differ-
ent states. To this number of possibilities we have to add the
different cases generated by the K-modes, resulting in the vari-
ation of elongation and thickness of each torus. In this work,
we reduce these possibilities–[29]. This study applies also to
the case of n > 2: the 4 couple in Eqs (12) constitute the RADs
seeds, and the study of the case of larger RAD, with n > 2,
can be carried out by composing the four couples considered
here-[27,28]. In Sec. (4.4.1) the constraints are reformulated
5 Then, we are actually interested in identifying the ranges of vari-
ation of the {pi,po, a/M} parameters, while the exact values of there
parameters for one special torus model could be easily found, by fix-
ing a/M and appropriate initial conditions [29].
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in terms of fluid density. In Sec. (4), we investigate in detail
conditions for the emergence of the collisions of the tori in the
cases presented in Eq. (12), considering the relations between
the fluid specific angular momentum
3 Tori edges and elongation
Tori elongation on the equatorial plane for the RAD ringed
structure are illustrated in Figs (7) with other relevant quan-
tities of the tori agglomerates, while in Figs (8) and Figs(9) we
show the elongation, and the tori inner and outer edges as func-
tions on torus parameters ` and K for corotating and counter-
rotating fluids. As a sideline result to the RAD investigation a
comparative analysis of the corotating and counterrotating tori
is obtained in dependence of the central Kerr black hole spin-
to-mass ratio. The hypothesis that counterrotating tori can be
formed around supermassive Kerr BHs has already been ad-
dressed in literature, for example in [45,46,47,90]. However,
we have been carried out here a focused investigation, provid-
ing a detailed comparative analysis of the two classes of accret-
ing tori. In the RAD framework, some of more intriguing con-
sequences of the presence of ringed structure orbiting the cen-
tral Kerr BH have place for `counterrotating tori, thus in this
section we provide a perspective of some important aspects of
the counterrotating tori with respect to corotating tori. We ad-
dress a morphological analysis focusing on the elongation and
location of inner edge of corotating and counterrotating tori,
these results are important also to fix the RAD K and `-modes
and the tori collision. In Sec. (4.3) we will consider the mass
accretion rates and torus luminosity along with other significant
features of the accretion tori for corotating and counterrotating
fluids in dependence of the BH spin.
Torus elongation λ on the equatorial plane can be written
as function of the fluid specific angular momentum and the K-
parameter as follows:
λ(a; `,Q) = 2
3
[
sin
(
arcsin υ
3
)
+ cos
(arccos υ
3
)]
A,
where
υ ≡ −
9(Q − 1)
[
3Q2(a − `)2 − 2Q
(
`2 − 3a` + 2a2
)
+ a2
]
+ 8
(Q − 1)3A3 ,
A ≡
√
3`2(Q − 1)Q − 3a2(Q − 1)2 + 4
(Q − 1)2 and Q ≡ K
2 (13)
dimensionless units, λ → λ/M and a → a/M, are con-
sidered. Note the dependence from the quantities (K2 − 1) and
(` − a)–see also [26]. Figs (8) enlighten the symmetries be-
tween the tori of the `counterrotating couples. As expected,
the elongation λ± increases with K2. However, for fixed K, in-
creasing the dimensionless BH spin and decreasing the angular
momentum magnitude, there is an increase of the torus elon-
gation for corotating fluids, while λ+ decreases when matter
is counterrotating with respect to the central attractor, corre-
sponding also to an increase of angular momentum magnitude.
Generally, at a fixed a/M, larger values of K2+ are needed for
the counterrotating fluids with respect to the corotating ones,
Fig. 8. Upper panel: Plots of the tori elongation λ, defined in Eq. (13),
for different values of the fluid specific angular momentum and
SMBH spins as function of the K2 where K ∈]K±mso, 1[ parameter
for counterrotating and corotating tori respectively. Arrows indicate
the increasing BH spin a/M for the corotating and the counterrotating
curves. Inside panel, tori elongation λ at fixed K2, for different SMBH
spins, as function of fluid specific angular momentum `. It is clear the
symmetry of between the `corotating and `counterrotating configura-
tions. Bottom panel, torus inner edge rin (white) and outer edge rout
(gray) in Eq. (14) as functions of K2 and fluid specific angular mo-
mentum, for SMBH spin a/M = 0.382.
implying that the counterrotating tori are expected to be char-
acterized generally by larger “density-parameter” K and larger
elongation λ then the corotating tori. In Sec. (4.4.1) we shall
see how the torus density % and K-parameter can be related;
in this way, the results of this analysis set in terms of the K-
parameter could be directly read as constraints on the tori fluid
density. Figs (8) however represent the two accretion tori, C+
and C−, by considering the separation of the two set of curves.
The inner panel better shows such symmetry by considering
the elongation λ± versus `±, at fixed K2, holding for the set
of corotating and counterrotating curves included in the frame
panel. This analysis also proves the different role played by the
BH spin for the evolution of the corotating and counterrotating
tori: for greater values of the BH spin a/M, larger values of K
and |`| are generally expected. Figs (9) then show better this
situation, by focusing on a more accurate analysis of the two
different situations represented by the `counterrotating couples
and evidencing differences and symmetries of the two toroids.
To obtain a comparative analysis between the corotating and
counterrotating fluids in dependence of the BH spin, we set
the specific angular momentum as `∓M(a) ≡ ±(`∓mbo − `∓mso)/2,
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Fig. 9. Torus elongation λM(a; `M ,K2) in Eq. (13) on the equatorial
plane for corotating λ−M (left panel) and counterrotating fluids λ
+
M
(right panel) for fixed values of SMBH spin a/M (as singed on each
curves) as function of K2, where K ∈ [Kmso, 1[. Arrows follow increas-
ing values of SMBHs a/M. There is `∓M ≡ ±(`∓mbo − `∓mso)/2, dashed
black curve in inside panels, gray region sets the the entire range of
variation of tori specific fluid angular momentum ` depending on the
central SMBH dimensionless spin a/M, and the range for the function
`crit. Right inside panel shows the curves `−crit as function of a/M.
this is a function of the BH spin. Each curve is bounded by
the case of a particle string ring (with null elongation) to the
limiting open configuration of proto-jet. As expected, the K+-
range lingers in values greater then the K− parameter, and λ+
increases with K+. However, tori with equal elongation may
have different angular momentum and they can even orbit BHs
with different spin-to-mass ratio; as such the tori elongation
(with some exceptions for the corotating cases) cannot be used
as tracers for the BH dimensionless spin or to reveal the tori
fluid rotation with respect to the central Kerr attractor. For the
counterrotating fluids, increasing the BH spin, and following
the λ+ =constant lines, there is an increase of −`+ (inner panel)
and K+. At K=constant, on the other hand, some regions of K-
values do not allow the tori formation, but with increasing a/M,
−`+ increases, while the elongation λ+ decreases. Considering
the vertical line at K=constant, the curves for the counterrotat-
ing fluids are more spaced with respect to the corotating case.
However, in general the elongation can be relatively very large
up to λ+ & 15M. Focusing on the analysis for the corotating
case, we noted that the curves are more close to each others
at small spins, viceversa, there is a pronounced difference be-
tween a = 0.7M and a = 0.999M attractors. This is because
the corotating case is, at high BH spin, very much dependent
on the variation of the SMBH spacetime structure, particularly
for very high spin the frame-dragging becomes relevant and
the tori may approach the ergoregion6 –see also discussion in
Sec. (A). The curves representing the elongation of corotating
tori are closer in the λ − K2 plane then for the counterrotating
ones, this implies, for sufficiently small BH spin, a significant
similarity of certain characteristics of such tori with respect
to parameters K2, which renders more difficult to distinguish
different SMBH-RAD system. Noticeably, it is possible, how-
ever, to distinguish tori orbiting around slow rotating attractor
and those around faster rotating Kerr SMBHs. The elongation
λ− is generally rather smaller, then the counterrotating case be-
ing λ− . 14M. Moreover K−, `− and λ− decrease with a/M,
contrary to the counterrotating case The variation of the curves
of K2, with the respect to the counterrotating case, suggests that
at fixed a/M, for a small variation of K (K`−modes) λ increases
rapidly, and this is more clear for the slow rotating BHs. These
results are finally confirmed also from the the inner panel plots.
This is an interesting difference in the `counterrotating tori hav-
ing potentially significant implications on tori collisions. In the
characterization of the `counterrotating systems, these doubled
analysis has to be considered simultaneously.
Similarly, we can evaluate the inner and outer edge of an
accretion torus as follows:
rin(a; `,Q) = −23
[
α cos
[
1
3
(pi + arccos β)
]
+
1
Q
]
, (14)
rout(a; `,Q) =
2
3
[
α cos
(
1
3
arccos β
)
− 1
Q
]
,
where
α =
√√
4 + 3Q
[
(Q + 1)(`2 − a2) + a2
]
Q
2 , (15)
β = −
9Q
[
(Q + 1)(`2 − a2) + a2
]
+ 8 + 27(Q + 1)Q
2
(a − `)2
α3Q
3 (16)
and Q ≡ (K2 − 1) < 0
(dimensionless units have been used). Figs (6) and Figs (10)
explicitly show the variation of these quantities with respect
to the fluid rotation ` and the K2 parameter, a further anal-
ysis, showed in Figs (11), pictures a more complex situation
featuring the special case of couples C−× < C+×, where the de-
pendence of these quantities is shown in the case of accreting
tori. Figs (6)-left combines the information provided by the
two functions Kcrit and `crit together. Using K = K±crit(a; r, `)
and ` = `±crit(a; r) in rin and rout of Eq. (14), we obtain func-
tions rˆ±in(a; r) and rˆ
±
out(a; r) for counterrotating and corotating
fluids respectively, providing rin, rout and rcent for each torus,
therefore including also the information provided by `crit and
Kcrit. These quantities are essential to determine the RAD sta-
bility properties, and particularly for the tori collision, and in
6 We should note also that we use the Boyer-Lindquist frame where
r+ = r−mbo = r
−
mso = r
−
γ = M at a = M (extreme Kerr BH).
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Fig. 10. Fluid angular momentum ` versus parameter K2 for corotating
`− and counterotating fluids `+ (inset plot), orbiting a SMBH with spin
a = 0.382M (black line) and a = 0.9M (orange line). Curves of the
planes `± − K2 sets the inner edges of the accreting RAD tori. Note
that this information is provided by combining `crit and Kcrit at fixed
spin in r ∈]rmbo, rmso] with `crit ∈]`mbo, `mso] and Kcrit ∈ [Kmso, 1[. Radii
r±mso(a) for K
±
mso, and K = 1, correspondent to r
±
mbo(a) are also plotted.
Regions bounded by these radii define the tori stability properties and
their topology–see discussion in Sec. (2).
the study of the K-modes and `-modes. Increasing the BH di-
mensionless spin, the elongation λ−, the inner edge r−in and torus
center r−cent decreases (due to the increasing Lense–Thirring ef-
fect). Viceversa, in the counterrotating case, increasing the spin
a/M, the (r+in, r
+
out) curves move outwards and the elongation in-
creases, being larger than for the corotating ones (counterrotat-
ing tori are generally bigger, with larger equatorial elongation,
than the corotating ones). The situation is in fact opposite with
the respect to the C− tori. Furthermore, the larger is the BH
spin, the greater is the possibility to form a RAD with an inner
corotating torus (this can be seen for example by comparing
the case for SMBH with spin a = 0.7M or a = 0.999M). The
analysis in Figs (6) shows also the limit of small r/M, corre-
sponding to the limiting case of a string of test particle with
null elongation. Second panel enlightens further aspect of the
symmetry of the `counterrotating couples, by considering the
dependence on the central Kerr BH, and the functions rin and
rout in dependence on K2 and `. In the study of tori collision
emergence, we need to consider this doubled analysis simul-
taneously. At fixed K2, increasing a/M and `+ in magnitude,
the tori inner edge r+in increases, while the outer edge r
+
out de-
creases. Viceversa, for the corotating tori, at fixed K2, increas-
ing a/M and decreasing `−, the tori inner edge r−in decreases,
while the outer edge r−out increases. Curves are bounded by the
limiting string particle ring of matter. Increasing K+, there is
an decreases of λ± (within this special choice of the parame-
ters, a/M and `), while increasing (|`±|, a/M), the K± parame-
ter increases. For a `counterrotating couple, there is in general
r−in < r
+
in < r
+
out < r
−
out. The separations of the set of curves
increases at large spin, and K− decreases, giving possible C−
tori all contained in Σ+ . From the location of rin it is there-
fore possible to provide an estimation of the location of rout
for accreting tori, and the BH spin a/M, with the tori rotation
with respect to the attractor. Inner plot confirms the symmetric
situation occurring for corotating and counterrotating fluids at
fixed K, with different values of the SMBH spin. Fig. (10) on
the other hand shows the inner edge of accreting tori varying K
and ` at different BH spin a/M. In the corotating case, the dif-
ference between the tori inner edge locations, rin, for tori orbit-
ing around SMBHs with different spins, is greater then for the
counterrotating ones. The corotating fluids are better traces of
the BH spins. On the other hand, the different behavior with re-
spect to the fluid rotation makes determination of the inner edge
of accreting tori a promising method also to eventually distin-
guish the corotating and counterrotating tori. Figs (11) show
surfaces `±crit =constant in the r/M–a/M plane, each curve sets
a special torus. We see different situation for a BH spin shift,
moving along each curve contained in the possible range of pa-
rameter values where accretion onto the central BH can occur,
considering then locations of the inner edges r×. Below panels
show also the location of the tori centers rcent. The `-modes are
confined on a segment bounded by r = r±mbo and r = r
±
mso in
each strip in the plot, each of them featuring the corotating or
counterrotating fluid, on a vertical curve a/M =constant. K−-
modes are not described by this analysis. A BH spin shift corre-
sponds to the translation from a vertical line to another. At fixed
spin, the `corotating couples are fixed moving along the curves
crossing points, in the same strip, with a fixed vertical line. For
the `counterrotating couples, the tori associated with the cross-
ing points of the vertical lines with the curves contained in the
two strips have to be considered together. We limited our anal-
ysis to the L1 range of specific angular momentum; we note
that for greater magnitude of specific momentum, ` ∈ L2, the
centrifugal component of the force is very high compared with
the gravitational one in the force balance, giving rise to the un-
stable phases of proto-jets configurations. In order to let torus
accrete onto the central BH, the angular momentum magnitude
has to decrease to reach the values of the L1 range. As already
mentioned, we find indications that ()− < ()+ couple, i.e. a cou-
ple formed by an external counterrotating and inner corotating
torus, are expected to be the favorable `counterrotating cou-
ples to be observed. The `-modes are realized as a shift, on a
vertical line, form one curve to another on the same strip. A
further analysis considers Kcrit values with a similar approach,
this analysis will be also resumed in Sec. (4.3) in the evaluation
of the RAD tori accretion rates.
4 Emergence of collision
We identify the following three situations where a collision
arises: 1. The Ccoll couple with contact in roin = r
i
out ≡ rcoll,
for (non-accreting or accreting) `corotating or `counterrotating
tori. In this colliding couple the outer torus is non-accreting
Fig. (1)-right. Ccoll eventually leads to tori merging. 2. The C×
couple featured in Fig. (2). This process implies emergence of
the outer torus instability. This situation is possible only for
the ()+ × C−× tori in spacetimes with a , 0, within the nec-
essary conditions discussed below in Sec. (4.1). The fluid ac-
creting onto the central BH necessarily impacts on the (non-
accreting or accreting) inner torus. 3. Finally, the C×coll collid-
ing couple would emerge as a combination of the two processes
considered before, this is therefore a (Ccoll, C×) combination,
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Fig. 11. Upper left panel: GRHD numerical 2D integration of Eq. (7) for a double toroidal configurations (RADs of the order n = 2) There is
BH spin a = 0.382M, `o+ = −3.99 and `i− = 3.31, vertical arrows set the thickness ĥ+s of the accreting matter flow–see also analysis in Figs (15).
Upper right panel: Fluid specific angular momentum `± =constant in the plane r ∈ [r±mbo, r±mso] and a ∈ [0,M], for corotating (purple curves)
and counterrotating fluids (black curves). Center left panel:Curves K±crit =costant for a ∈ [0, 0.9998M] and r ∈ [r±mbo, r±mso] for corotating (purple
curves) and counterrotating (black curves) fluids. Center right panel: difference ∆1K±crit ≡ (K±crit(r±mbo) − K±crit)=constant (maximum location of
inner edge is r× / rmso), as function of a/M ∈ [0, 0.9998] and r ∈ [r±mbo, r±mso], for corotating (-) (orange), and counterrotating (+) fluids (black).
Arrows in the plots follow increasing values of the plotted functions. Spins (a1a2, a3) are also plotted. Dotted vertical line is a = 0.382M.
Bottom panels show extended plots with indication of the torus centers location (region where r±cent exist are pointed with doubled arrows).
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where riout = r
o× = rcoll. Collision is combined with an hydro-
gravitational destabilization (Paczyn´ski-Wiita mechanism) or
any other local instability of the outer torus.
Tori collisions arise due to different causes; in general, Ccoll
collision occurs when the outer torus grows or loses its angular
momentum, approaching the accretion phase. Collisions due
to inner torus growing is a particularly constrained case. In
general, the inner torus evolution affects the Ccoll emergence
mainly in the early stages towards the accretion; the inner torus
instability in several cases would prevent collision. In Sec. (4.1)
we discuss the constraints on different couples of tori enabling
emergence of collision, and in Sec. (4.2) we provide an evalu-
ation of the center-of-mass energy (ECM) for two colliding par-
ticles from the pair of interacting tori.
4.1 Constraints
Emergence of tori collision is featured by several constraints.
Here we consider the constraints on the tori angular momen-
tum.
First, the `corotating tori are characterized by the relation
`o/`i > 1 (this may be verified by drawing the line ` =constant
for each curve `(r) in Fig. (2)). For the `counterrotating tori, the
situation is much more complicated; in this case we have to an-
alyze simultaneously the curves ∓`±(r). The fluid specific an-
gular momentum range of colliding configuration (Ccoll,C×,C×coll)
is constrained by the following relations:
for ()− < ()+ there is |`−/`+| < 1
and `− ∈]`−mso, `−(r+cent)[. (17)
Also this result can be verified by drawing the line `− =constant
and −`+ =constant for each curve `(r) in Fig. (2). Relation (17)
implies that the angular momentum of matter in the outer coun-
terrotating torus is always greater in magnitude than the angu-
lar momentum on the inner corotating one.
Furthermore, relation (17) restricts the location of the cen-
ter r−cent of the corotating tori of the couple in the following way
r−cent < r¯ where r¯ > r
−
mso : `
− = −`+ > −`+mso
and
if there is ()− = C−× then r
−
cent ∈]r−mso, r−(mbo)[.
However, not all the ()− < ()+ couples satisfy the conditions for
the outer torus accretion: in many cases an outer torus instabil-
ity would be preceded by collision and merging with the inner
torus.
In fact, the necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for the
outer torus accretion are provided by the relation ()− × ()+,
with −`+o ∈]−`+mso,−`+(r−mso)[ and `−i ∈]`−mso, `−(r+mso)[. It is easy
to show that this also implies the remarkable conclusion that
there are no more than nmax = 2 tori satisfying these properties,
while any further outer torus (or even a torus internal to the
couple) must be non-accreting.
Conversely, particularly for a & 0, some of these solutions
do not allow an outer torus accretion: in fact the accretion takes
place only if there is `− ∈]`−(r+×), `−(r+cent)[, where ()− × C+.
On the other hand, then for ()+ = C+ (i.e. a non-accreting coun-
terrotating tori), there is `−(r+×) ∈]`−mso, `−(r+cent)[. Particularly,
Fig. 12. Illustration of K`-modes. Upper panel shows the function
W ¯` = ln[Ve f f (`)]
∣∣∣ ¯`, in Eq. (7), at constant angular momentum ¯`. The
effects of modes, K` ∈ [Kmin,Kmax] are illustrated by the range of pa-
rameters and variables variations (shaded-labeled regions): K-range
(dark gray), inner torus edge rin-range (light-gray), outer torus margin
rout-range (white). Arrows indicate the ranges. The torus maximum
elongation λ×, following the K`-modes is also shown. rcent is the max-
imum pressure point of the torus, r+ is the outer ergosurface, black
region marks the range r ≤ r+ where r+ the the outer BH horizon. In
the RAD context, the study of K`-modes for one torus, must be cou-
pled with the K`-modes for any other component of the aggregates
and with the `-modes–Fig. (13). Bottom panel: Some torus profiles
corresponding to different values of K. Light-gray circular region cor-
responds to the rin-range.–See also Figs (5).
for `− ∈]`−mso, `−(r+×)[, with ()− >× ()+, more then nmax = 2 tori
may satisfy these conditions (`o/i = −1, `−/ − `+ ≷ 1). Fi-
nally the conditions for the ()+ < ()− couples in Ccoll collision
are more articulated. We proceed from the analysis of radial `±
profiles, and the following two cases are possible
(1) ()+ × C−, (a ' 0) where there is nmax = 2,
and
(2) ()+ < C−, with ()+ >× C−.
The first case-(1) then implies the maximum number of tori
nmax = 2.
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Fig. 13. Illustration of `-modes. Upper panel- The function W =
ln[Ve f f (`)], in Eq. (7), for different values of the fluid specific angular
momentum `. `-range, maximum range of variation of the ` param-
eter, ` ∈ [`mso, `mbo[≡ [`min, `sup[, is light-gray colored. Black-thick
curve marks Kcrit for the fixed value BH dimensionless spin a/M–see
also Fig. (5). Bottom panel-torus profiles, corresponding to different
values of ` ∈ `-range. r+ is the outer ergosurface, black region marks
the range r ≤ r+ where r+ is the outer BH horizon. The analysis of
`-modes of each torus of the RAD must be combined with K-modes
`-modes for any other RAD component; `-modes are associated to
shifts related points on the Kcrit curve (at fixed a/M) (each point sets
a different minimum and maximum pressure point, each point of the
such a couple on Kcrit sets different angular momenta. On the other
hand only for accreting tori, curves Kcrit =constant fix r× and rout of
the accreting torus correspondent to one fixed value of specific angular
momentum-see also Figs (5) and Figs (8,9,6,10,11).
Then, if we define the radius r¯− : `−(r¯−) = −`+, then there
are the two possibilities for (1) and (2):
–there is |`−/`+| > 1 i f r−cent > r¯− (18)
which implies case (b) nmax ≥ 2. Or
– there is |`−/`+| < 1 i f r−cent ∈]r+cent, r¯−[. (19)
In various aspects of this work it was stressed that we adopted
a constraints analysis, through the use of quantities defined in
Eqs (12), choosing a family of parameters {pi,po, a/M} for the
description of the RAD orbiting around a SMBH with dimen-
sionless spin a/M. For a wide discussion on the application of
this method in the collision emergence we refer to the [29],
while here we point out that tori collision is essentially deter-
mined, at fixed value of the specific angular momentum, (`i, `o)
and of the SMBH parameter a/M, by the RAD K`-modes fea-
turing, for increasing values of K, the torus growth and the in-
crease of torus elongation λ on the equatorial plane–this quan-
tity pictured in Fig. (7) and considered also in Fig. (8) in given
explicitly in Sec. (3). The K- and ` and K`-modes are some
of the modes for RAD associated with the various perturba-
tive approaches explored in [27], here we do not go into the
details of this issue, being beyond the purpose of the present
work, but we limit ourselves to the description of some modes
adapting the discussion to the purposes faced here. First, the
perturbations arising in the ringed disk structure are generally
meant to be perturbations of its toroidal components, subjected
to different constraints and generated by perturbing the RAD
effective potentials in Eq. (12) or, equivalently, perturbations
of the sequences of parameters p = {pi}ni=1. There are several
sub–modes associated with two main mode classes `- and K
modes. Keeping the other parameters fixed, we could speak of
K-mode or `-mode of the perturbation respectively. The RAD
can be perturbed in one of these modes or in a combination of
them, and each mode can have some sub-modes defined by the
restrictions on the perturbation, bounded by specific relation-
ships on the spacings and elongations. Keeping the sequence
of parameters {`i}ni=1 fixed, the perturbations will be only on the
Heaviside functions in the effective potential (12). This is a one
dimensional problem (actually this is entirely fixed by the ra-
dial direction only, thought the RAD is generally a “knobby”
accretion disk–see discussion in Sec. (3)). If each `i is fixed,
then the range of variation for K is comprised in a limited
ranged defined by the value of `i. It should be noted that this
kind of perturbation is actually a (rigid) perturbation of the in-
ner and outer edges of each torus (or also the elongations λi at
fixed center ricent): i.e., the perturbation of an edge is transmit-
ted rigidly to the other range, with fixed center rcent. The elon-
gation λi is however not conserved (when this is imposed one
has the Kλ−modes). The K−modes may lead effectively from a
quiescent torus with angular momentum in the range L1 to an
accreting phase or, viceversa, to block the accretion (for exam-
ple this may occur in the so called “drying–feeding”-processes
considered in [29]). Nevertheless both these modes preserve
the symmetry for reflection on the equatorial plane of the RAD,
but the perturbation generally leads also to a change in the
vertical direction with a change of the height hi in each sub-
configuration–see also Fig. (7). Varying `i at fixed Ki, the Boyer
surfaces are not rigidly translated (a shift in the torus center
ricent) on the radial direction, but the torus morphology and, in
particular, its thickness changes. In the `-modes an increase in
the specific angular momentum magnitude means a perturba-
tion outwards of the torus center (which viceversa is kept fixed
by K-modes), leading to a radial movement outwards. The `-
modes can also lead (even at fixed K) to a change of the tori
equilibrium from a quiescent phase to the accretion onto the
central SMBH with the decrease of specific angular momen-
tum magnitude. As seen in Figs (5,12) and (13), K-parameter
varies in the range [Kmin,Klim[, i.e., K is bounded from below
by the limiting case of test particle ring with zero pressure con-
tribution and from above by the limit Klim, i.e. Kmax correspon-
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dent to the point of minimum pressure, or Klim = 1, depending
on the angular momentum in L1 or (L2,L3) respectively. Ac-
tually, for the j-torus of the aggregate, Kjlim is bounded by the
presence of the adjacent tori [27]–see also Eqs (12). `-modes
are considered in Figs (5) and Figs (13), while K−modes are
in Fig. (12). A significant part of this investigation accurately
evaluates the totality of these possibilities for `corotanting and
the `counterrotating cases complectly describing the model –
Fig. (8,9,6,10).
4.2 Center-of-mass (CM) energy
We can now evaluate CM energy (ECM) for two colliding par-
ticles from the tori in Ccoll, C× or C×coll couples, in the test par-
ticle approximation, with four-momenta paj and rest masses µ j.
There is:
E2CM = −patot ptot a = µ2i + µ2o − 2gab pai pbo,
where ptot ≡ pi + po, (20)
as observed by a local observer which is at rest in the CM frame
of the two particles.
We consider the cases with at least one circularly orbiting
particle (equatorial motion), see [91,92,93,94,95,96]. Then Eq. (20)
reads
E2CM =
2ppit [r
3 + a2[2 − 2`T + (2 − r)`pi + r]]
r(r2 − 2r + a2) + 2µ
2,
where `T ≡ `i + `o, `pi ≡ `i`o, ppit ≡ pit pot (21)
(M = 1, µi = µo ≡ µ). We note that E2CM in Eq. (21) is func-
tion of the ratio `i ≡ `i/a (for a > 0) [26] within Eqs (17,18).
Whereas the dependence on the torus masses and elongations
on the equatorial plane derives from ppit related to the contact
point r through, at least, pit. By considering the test free parti-
cle limit we use the definition of ` with pφ and pt constant–see
also discussion in Sec. (4.3).
The contact (collision) point r in Eq. (21) is rcoll for the case
Ccoll, where there is uir(rcoll) = uor (rcoll) = 0 (ur is the radial
velocity), it is riout for the case C× (where there is uir(riout) = 0),
and it is r×coll = r
i
out = r
o× (with uir(r×coll) = u
o
r (r
×
coll) = 0) for C
×
coll.
Note that in these three cases, there is always uir = 0 (circu-
lar motion assumption). For (C×,C×coll) (with ()
− × C+×), there
is r = r× and fluid specific angular momentum `o = `+(ro×),
`i = `
−(ricent).
We consider the energy ECM for a free falling particle ap-
proximation from r+× = r+mso on a thin ring of matter close to
r−mso (i.e. ∓`± ' ∓`±mso, and r+cent = r+mso), reducing formally to
the problem of “on-ISCO” collision from an “in-ISCO” parti-
cle considered in [91,95,97].
However, even within the test particle approximation, in the
cases C×, Ccoll and C×coll, we retain the constraints on (`T , `pi)
in E2CM for the torus formation and emergence of collisions–see
also Table (1) for a summary of the notation introduced in this
section.
In general, for a C× collision in a couple ()− < C+× (with
outer counterrotating torus in accretion and inner corotating
quiescent or in accretion onto the central BH), we use the as-
sumption of a free particle at r× and poφ =constant. In this tori
couple inner torus acts as a “screening” torus for the outer ac-
creting torus. For the inner torus, the situation is much more
complex and we could not use the free particle approxima-
tion except in the case of an inner thin ring of matter. Leav-
ing the treatment of the general situation for future analysis, in
Fig. (14) we restrict our consideration to some simple assump-
tions: in the Ccoll case, we evaluate ECM for two circularly orbit-
ing particles with constants (−pt, pφ) at rcoll. This situation may
be applied for `corotating and `counterrrotating cases, eventu-
ally we could consider the inner torus in accretion.
Then, a particularly interesting situation occurs when the
inner torus of Ccoll is accreting, or the outer torus of C×coll is in
accretion or finally, the two tori are accreting in a ()− <<× C+×
couple. Within the assumption of circular motion in rcoll for
the outer torus, there is `o > poφ(rcoll) in magnitude, while
for the inner torus the situation is more complicated. By solv-
ing the hydrodynamic equations (6) for each torus, with roin ≥
riout, it is possible to find that for ()
− <<× C+×, see Table (1),
the points (r+×, r×coll) are in the range ]r
+
mbo, r
+
mso] only for a ∈
[a0,M], where a0 ≡ 0.372583M–Fig. (2) and Figs (3) for a0.
This means that collision with an outer counterrotating accret-
ing torus can occur in these geometries only. In fact: this can
be also seen, by noting that a ()+I configuration (with ∓`± ∈
] ∓ `±mso,∓`±mbo[) cannot cross the orbit r−mso (r−mso < ()+I ) for
a > a0, while for a < a0 there is r−mso∈C+×, and r−mso∈C+, if
`+ ∈ [−`+(r−mso),−`+mbo].
Crossing of (r+mso, r
+
mbo) in ()
−
i assures that the ECM evalu-
ation in Fig. (14) is well grounded. Figure (14) shows evalua-
tions of the energy ECM for different coupled of tori in depen-
dence on the BH spin a/M.
A rapid look at Figure (14) reveals that for the collisions
C×, the energy center-of-mass energy ECM can be arbitrarily
large due to increasing BH dimensionless spin up to a = M.
4.3 Evidences of double accretions
From observational view-point a relevant aspect of the BHs
astrophysics related to the interaction of central BH with the
RADs consists in the possibility that a RAD would have been
indeed observed so far and identified as the case of one ac-
cretion torus orbiting its central BH attractor: this possibility,
also discussed in [30], challenges the description of RAD as an
whole orbiting toroidal structure despite its internal complex
dynamics. In order to do this in [27], the definitions of RAD
elongation and thickness, and the RAD distribution of angular
momentum were provided, while in [30] these systems were
carefully related to the characteristics of the SMBHs attrac-
tors. This new framework can be particularly interesting and
can have important implications in the processes analyzed in
[98,99,100,101,102,103,104], where the hypothesis of differ-
ent accretion stages are claimed as ground to justify the SMBH
masses at high redshift, and can have a relevant role in the
studies of the X-ray screening emission where an accreting
torus is supposed to be adjacent to an obscuring torus (i.e. a
()− < C+× couple, or a combination of these in the RAD model).
However, our analysis strongly constrains this possibility. Dif-
ferent accreting phases may be explained in the RAD model
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Fig. 14. Upper panel: Center-of-mass energy ECM/2 in the test parti-
cle approximation, versus a/M, for the couples ()− <<× C+×–Figs (2)
and Figs (1). We consider: infalling particle from r+mso black curve
(r+mbo-dashed-black curve) of C× colliding configuration. They are la-
beled respectively as C×/r+mso (black curve) and C×/r+mbo (dashed-
black curve)). Dotted black curve is for a particle from orbit rˆ ≡
r+mso − 2M colliding on a circular orbiting particle located at r−mso-(for
the asymptote-factor (1−(a/M)2)1/6). Collision of counterrotating par-
ticles on an inner corotating thin ring at r+mso (rˆ) are indicated with
Ccoll/r+mso(dotted-dashed gray curve) and Ccoll/rˆ (dashed gray curve)
respectively, -see also [91]. Main notation is also listed in Table (1).
Center panel: GRHD-numerical 3D integration of Eq. (7) proving the
density surfaces of colliding `corotating C−i < C
−
o couple of corotat-
ing (Ccoll) tori, with specific angular momentum `−i = 3.3 and `
−
o = 3.4
and K parameter (K−i = 0.927,K
−
o = 0.935) respectively. Black region
is r < r+, r+ is the outer horizon of the black hole of spin a = 0.385M,
gray region is the outer ergosurface, color are chosen according to
improved visual effect, integration is stopped at the emerging of tori
collision–see also Fig. (1). Bottom panel, different view of the collid-
ing couple Ccoll to enlighten the colliding region. Tori are coplanar and
centered on the central BH orbiting on its equatorial plane.
for example by a simultaneous accretion phases in the couples
C−× < C+×, or a discontinuous accreting phase induced by the
internal RAD evolution (for example a “drying-feeding” effect
described in [29] and considered in Sec. (4.2)). Our analysis
shows how the RAD formation is actually highly constrained
and strongly limited by several factors, such as its angular mo-
mentum distribution, particularly by the dimensionless spin of
the central attractor, rendering the contexts where to potentially
observe these objects sharply focused and precise [29,30,32].
Moreover, the possible inter-disk activity in the agglomerate,
such as the arising of proto-jets [32,28], collision or double ac-
cretion here analyzed in details, shows a quite large template of
phenomenology associated to the RAD.
It is then important to note that in general the RAD is in
fact a “knobby” accretion disk; in the n = 2 case, the K and
` modes and the evolution of each RAD component is deter-
mined by a variation of the distribution of the matter in the
RAD. Note that an `counterrotating accreting couple has no
special constraints on the relative height of the tori. This ob-
viously implies a very wide set of possibilities for a knobby
RAD disk. First, as demonstrated in [27], a RAD is always a
geometrically thin accretion disk. In order to fix some ideas
we provide here some specific considerations for a C−× < C+×
couples of Figs (11). We can easy evaluate many of the RAD
characteristics, as the RAD thickness (h) and elongations (λ),
tori spacings (λ¯i,o) showed in Fig. (7), through an assessment
of the K-parameter only–for a precise definition and discussion
on this quantities we refer to [27]. We focus in particular on
the case of Fig. (2) and Fig. (11) where there is a = 0.382M,
`+o = −3.99 and `−i = 3.31. In this specific case, the RAD
aggregates a set of rather small tori. In fact: for the counterro-
tating torus, C+×, there is r+cent = 7.75994M, r+× = 6.70523M,
r+out = 8.4422M, with elongation λ
+ = 1.73696M, while the
torus height is h+/2 = 0.223684M; for the corotating torus,
C−×, the torus center, the inner and outer edges are located at
r−cent = 5.13459M, r−× = 4.28942M, r−out = 5.73609M, while
the torus elongation is λ− = 1.44667M, and the high h−/2 =
0.230375M. The spacing λ¯i,o between two consecutive tori reg-
ulates the collision, the RAD-modes, its formation and in the
analysis of the stratified RAD X-ray emission spectra, and can
determine the effects of the X-ray screening. In fact, in the cou-
ple C−× < C+×, we also recall that screening effects are only pos-
sible with the corotating tori as follows C−× < C− < ... < C+× <
C±. The inner accreting corotating torus may act as a screen-
ing torus for the accreting outer counterrotating torus together
with any inner, quiescent corotating torus, formed in the spac-
ing region. It is therefore clear that this situation may occur
only in the first phases of evolution for the outer torus, depend-
ing on the spacing in the tori couple. The spacing for the special
C−× < C+× couple of Fig. 2 is λ¯ ≡ ro× − riout = 0.969137M. Note
that the space-scales are in units of SMBH masses (i.e. 106M–
109M– M being solar mass)– [27]. Such a couple can be ob-
servable orbiting any Kerr BH, and the larger is the BH di-
mensionless spin, the bigger the tori can grow, while a larger
spacing is required. In fact, an immediate evaluation shows that
the maximum spacing possible for a double accreting couple
is λ¯max . 8M, in the case of a near extreme Kerr BH where
a ≈ M. This also shows how SMBHsand high spin BHs are
the most promising attractors for RAD formation and particu-
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larly for the most articulated structures as the `counterrotating
tori, with a double accretion or screening tori.
Below we provide an investigation of mass accreting rate,
related to RAD tori, and other significant functions of the ac-
creting disks physics focusing on their dependence on the SMBH
spin, and the differences between corotating and counterrotat-
ing fluids.
4.4 Tori from polytropic fluids
We consider RAD tori with polytropic fluids: p = κ%1+1/n (here
n should not be confused with the RAD order). In Sec. (4.4.1)
we shall discuss this hypothesis more closely with some addi-
tional considerations, here we note that this hypothesis allows
us to provide estimates of different quantities of each torus,
which are extremely important for the evaluation of the en-
ergy release from RADs. In particular the mass-flux, enthalpy-
flux (evaluating also the temperature parameter), and the flux
thickness–see [52] and [105]. In details, these quantities are
listed in Table (2). We note that each of these quantities can
be express in the general form O(r×, rs, n) of Table (2), where
q(n, κ) and d(n) are different functions of the polytropic index
γ = 1 + 1/n and polytropic constant κ or as P form, for exam-
ple the mass flow rate through the cusp (mass loss, accretion
rates) M˙×, and the cusp luminosity L× (and the accretion ef-
ficiency η), measuring the rate of the thermal-energy carried
at the cusp. The relativistic frequency Ω reduces to Keplerian
values ΩK at the edges of the accretion torus, where the pres-
sure forces are vanishing (The limiting case of polytropic index
γ = 0 would correspond to the case of zero pressure repre-
sented by the dust of test particles)). Note that this also justifies
the approximations for collision energy evaluation of Fig. (14).
Parameters (κ, n) within the constraints q(n, κ) = q¯ =constant,
fix a polytropic-family. The O(r×, rs, n) depends on the loca-
tion of the inner edge of the accreting torus, constant for K-
modes, but variable with the RAD `-modes, and on theradius
rs which is the related to the thickness,
←−
h s, of the matter flow7
(see also Fig. (11)). Then, as the cusp approaches the limiting
radius rmbo, the potential W× ≈ 0, which is also the limiting
asymptotic value for very large r as well as for the emergence
of the proto-jets for ` ∈ L2.
P- and O-quantities of Table (2) are evaluated for coro-
tating and counterrotating tori in Figs (15), for dimensionless
SMBH spin a/M ∈ [0, 1]. To simplify our discussion, we have
considered for the analysis of the two classes of the functions
7 Note that in some sense this quantity is still dependent on a gen-
eralized definition of K-parameter. It is worth specifying here this
aspect, as it is also briefly mentioned in Sec. (4.2): if ` ∈ L1 then
K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax], where Kmin > Kmso and Kmax < 1. Kmax corresponds
to the accreting point r×, while rs is directly associated to the accreting
flux thickness. Clearly rs can be write in terms of a K parameter value
Ks ∈ [Kmax, 1[–Figs (15).
the following reduced quantities:
[O-quantities]:R±∗ ≡ (W±(rs) −W±∗ )$ (22)
and (W±(rmbo) −W±(rmso))
[P-quantities]: N±∗ ≡
r∗(W±(rs) −W±∗ )$
ΩK(r±∗ )
(23)
where rs = rs(a) ∈]r×(a), 1[,
serving as an immediate and simple way to understand the
trends of these functions of the BH spin, the fluid angular mo-
mentum and the cusp location. In fact, this analysis is espe-
cially focused on the characterization of theP- andO-quantities
for an accreting couple C−× < C+×, as functions of SMBH di-
mensionless spin a/M, at different locations of the inner edges,
r∗ = r±× and the radius rs, which is related to the thickness
←−
h s
of the accreting matter flow as in Figure (11). Then $ = n + 1,
with γ = 1/n + 1 being the polytropic index. ΩK is the Kep-
lerian angular velocity, where Ω+K has been considered for the
counterrotating fluids. The maximum location of the accreting
torus the inner edge is r× / rmso. Note that in Eq. (22)the maxi-
mum difference (W±(rmbo)−W±(rmso)) is provided in relation to
the analysis of the O and R quantities, this function of the a/M
is also plotted in Figs (15). This difference clearly features the
limiting case where rs / 1 and r× ' rmso, providing the maxi-
mum (limiting) distance r×−rs, and the limiting maximum flow
thickness
←−
h s case. On the other hand, Figs (11) show also lines
(exp[W±(rmbo)] − exp[W±(r×))] =constant for different values
of SMBH spin a ∈ [0,M] and the inner edge of accreting torus
r× ∈]rmbo, rmso[. Note that exp[W] = K. The couple of parame-
ters {rs(a), r×(a)} in Eq. (23) has been fixed in the examples of
Figs (15), to simplify the comparison of the O± and P± quan-
tities in the corotating and counterrotating tori, and to charac-
terize the dependence of these quantities on the SMBH spin-to
mass ratio a/M. In fact, within this choice, all the quantities
O and P or, equivalently, N and R of Eq. (23), become func-
tions of the spin a/M only; on the other hand, at fixed a/M, we
compare these quantities for different radii rs and r×, related
by fixed relations through the different laws rs(a) and r×(a), as
expressed in Figs (15).
It is clear that the O and P quantities have similar depen-
dence on the triplet of parameters p(3)
z
≡ (a/M; r∗, rs). We con-
sider then the doublet p(2)
±
z
≡ (r±∗ , r±s ). There is always ∂a∗G±|p(2)±
z
≶
0 respectively for counterrotating and corotating tori, and G+(a)|p(2)+
z
≤
G−(a)|p(2)−
z
, where G± ∈ {Q±,P±}, and G+ = G− for a = 0
only; here a∗ ≡ a/M. On the other hand, the spread between
corotating and counterrotating curves increases with the BH
spin, i.e., ∂a∗ (G−|p(2)−
z
− G+|p(2)+
z
) > 0. Note that we adopted
the parameters p(2)
+
z
≡ (r+∗ , r+s ) and p(2)
−
z
≡ (r−∗ , r−s ) at fixed
a/M, this means that we are comparing `counterrotating tori
related through these parameters as indicated in Figs (15). In-
terestingly then, there is in general ∂a∗ (G−|p¯(2)−
z
− G−|p˘(2)−
z
) < 0,
where G−|p¯(2)−
z
≥ G−|p˘(2)−
z
, while G−|p¯(2)−
z
= G−|p˘(2)−
z
, asymp-
totically for a = M, and (p¯(2)
±
z
, p˘(2)
±
z
) are two general couples
of parameter, therefore associated to two different curves in
Figs (15). As (p¯(2)
−
z
, p˘(2)
−
z
) are functions of a/M themselves as
shown in Figs (15), this result may be interpreted as the com-
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Fig. 15. Evaluation of P- and O-quantities of Table (2) for corotating and counterrotating tori, versus Black hole dimensionless spin a/M. Plots
of N±∗ ≡ r∗(W±(rs) −W±∗ )κ(ΩK(r±∗ ))−1 (upper left panel) for P-quantities analysis; the maximum difference (W±(rmbo) −W±(rmso)) (upper right
panel) (Eqs (22,23)) and R±∗ ≡ (W±(rs)−W±∗ )κ (center left panel), for O-quantities analysis as functions of SMBH dimensionless spin a/M, for
corotating ([-]–continuum curves) and counterrrotating ([+]–dashed curves) tori at different r∗ = r±× ∈ {•,, } and rs ∈ {•K ,K , K ,OK} where
$ = n + 1, with γ = 1/n + 1 is the polytropic index. Radii (r∗, rs) and the correspondent angular momentum ` and K parameters are shown
with {•,, , •K ,K , K ,OK}. ΩK is the Keplerian angular velocity, r× is the accreting tori cusp (inner edge of accreting torus), rs is related to
thickness ĥs of the accreting matter flow as in Figure (11). rmbo is the marginally bounded orbit. Ω+K has been considered for the counterrotating
fluids. The maximum location of inner edge is r× / rmso.
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Table 2. QuantitiesO andP.L×/L stands for the fraction of energy produced inside the flow and not radiated through the surface but swallowed
by central BH. Efficiency η ≡ L/M˙c2, L representing the total luminosity, M˙ the total accretion rate where, for a stationary flow, M˙ = M˙×,
W = ln Ve f f is the potential of Eq. (7), ΩK is the Keplerian (relativistic) angular frequency, Ws ≥ W× is the value of the equipotential surface,
which is taken with respect to the asymptotic value, W× = ln Kmax is the function at the cusp (inner edge of accreting torus),D(n, κ),C(n, κ),A,B
are functions of the polytropic index and the polytropic constant.
Quantities O(r×, rs, n) ≡ q(n, κ)(Ws −W×)d(n) Quantities P ≡ O(r× ,rs ,n)r×ΩK (r×)
Enthalpy − flux = D(n, κ)(Ws −W)n+3/2, torus − accretion − rate m˙ = M˙M˙Edd
Mass − Flux = C(n, κ)(Ws −W)n+1/2 Mass-accretion-rates M˙× = A(n, κ)r× (Ws−W×)n+1ΩK (r×)
L×
L =
B
A
Ws−W×
ηc2 Cusp-luminosity L× = B(n, κ)r× (Ws−W×)
n+2
ΩK (r×)
bined effect of the increasing SMBH spin, and the approach-
ing of (rs, r×) to the central attractor, which means an increase
of the dragging effects. Viceversa, in the counterrotating tori,
there is ∂a∗ (G+|p¯(2)+
z
−G+|p˘(2)+
z
) ≈ 0, where G+|p¯(2)+
z
≥ 0 G+|p˘(2)+
z
),
which may be read saying that the O and P quantities for the
counterrotating case are less dependent on the BH spin-up pro-
cess then the corotating ones. Note that in the corotating tor
case there is a sharp increase with the SMBH spin a/M as
a & 0.9M, and for these value of the spin of the central attrac-
tor, some tori can be formed in the ergoregion, or be partially
contained in the ergoregion–Sec. (A). Then, as the accretion
rate (P-quantity) is larger for corotating then for counterrotat-
ing tori (in the adopted parametrization), and increases with
the SMBH dimensionless spin for corotating fluids, while de-
creases for counterrotating ones, this implies that the corotating
tori may represent very good candidates to explain the SMBH
mass according to the process considered in[98,99,100,101,
102,103,104], rather then the counterrotating ones8.
4.4.1 Structure of polytropic tori
In this section we develop some general considerations on the
equation of states and the polytropic RAD tori, which has been
used in Sec. (4.3) for the study of P and O quantities. Geomet-
rically thick tori consider the hypothesis of a barotropic law
p = p(%), this is also used in more general situation where the
magnetic field contribution is included in the torus force bal-
ance [52,68]. The entropy distribution depends on the initial
conditions of the system and on the details of the dissipative
processes, and it is constant along the flow. Focusing on poly-
tropic tori regulated by the equation of state: p = κ%γ, where
8 However comparing the counterrotating and corotating accretion
we need to analyse more carefully the accretion flow. The counterro-
tating case is in fact a special case of accreting flux where a reversal
of flow rotation close to the BH (near the ergosurface) is expected. In
this sense the spin of a black hole has a special role on the determi-
nation of the accretion flow as well as of the accretion rate see [106,
55,107,108,109]. In the evaluation of the quantities in Table (2) we
based our analysis on the assessment of the flow thickness which in
our model depends on the cusp location, the specific angular momen-
tum and the parameter K, and the quantities P depend on the fluid
relativistic angular frequency at the cusp. We consider accretion flow
from the outer counterrotating torus of a ()− < C+× couple, the coun-
terrotating flow impacts on the inner torus which is generally close to
the outer torus cusp (the maximum limiting tori separation is λ¯ ≈ 8M
in the geometry of near extreme Kerr BH with a = M).
κ > 0 is a constant and γ is the polytropic index, in [67] it has
been shown that for the Schwarzschild geometry (a = 0) there
is a specific classification of eligible geometric polytropics and
a specific class of polytropics is characterized by a discrete
range of values for the index γ–see also [66]. Nevertheless,
most of the considerations traced out for the static attractors,
a = 0, holds also for a more generic effective potential func-
tion, in particular for a Kerr SMBH where a , 0– ultimately
a similar classification of the polytropics for a = 0 was proved
to be valid also in the rotating case of the Kerr geometry–[26].
Here we recall some of those considerations in the RAD frame-
work, in particular in the case of `counterrotating couples. Us-
ing Eq. (7), we can write the density % as function γ. Therefore,
we can propose a general classification for the tori (C,C×), as
for proto-jets O×, assuming a particular representation of the
density function. However, concentrating our attention on the
RAD components C and C× for which K < 1, there is :
%γ ≡ κ1/(γ−1)%¯γ and %¯γ ≡
[
1
κ
(
V
− γ−1γ
e f f − 1
)] 1
(γ−1)
for γ , 1
thus %γ ≡ C1/(−1+γ), C ≡ (V−2e f f )
γ−1
2γ − 1. (24)
ThenC is actually a function of K ∈]Kmin,Kmax], where Kmax <
1, regulating whether the torus is quiescent or in accretion.
Then we concentrate on the case K < 1 with the condition
% > 0; this case is verified, according to Eq. (24), when γ > 1
9see also the ranges10 in Eq. (12). In the case of very small
tori, i.e. with small elongation λ on the equatorial plane, the
hydrostatic pressure component is less relevant for the force
balance, and the torus approaches the geodesic limit of a one-
dimensional (stable) ring of dust (test particle approximation
as the pressure forces vanish). On the other hand, keeping the
minimal condition %¯γ > 0 for the (C,C×) tori, there is ∂k%¯γ < 0,
for any polytropic index. In the limit of large κ, in each point
of the torus in equilibrium or in accretion, the pressure and the
9 The boundary conditions have been fixed so that the tori inner
and outer edges are [rin, , rout] ⊂]r+,∞]; this may be read as the ex-
tensive range of existence for Ve f f (`). The case γ = 1 is consid-
ered apart where %k ≡ V−(1+k)/ke f f /(1 + k) and at the boundaries %outk =
%ink
(
Voute f f /V
in
e f f
)−(1+k)/k
,–see the [26].
10 For any κ > 0 and γ > 1, there is the density %¯γ = 0 in the limit of
large r (i.e. r  rcent) where Ve f f ≈ 1. We should note that equally this
is also the case of the boundary configuration for the open O× Boyer
surfaces, where the minimum pressure (and density) point is located
in rJ ≥ r±mbo correspondent to KJ ≥ 1, an overflow of matter in funnels
of material occurs [28].
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density decrease to zero (with the torus volume). The pressure
p, associated to the solution in Eq. (24), depends on k
1
1−γ . It
decreases with κ more slowly then %.
We conclude this section with some additional considera-
tions on the role of the density function %γ and the K-parameter
in the RAD framework. We consider RAD potential VC2e f f
∣∣∣∣
K
in Eq. (12), for a couple of tori, where, for a fixed distribu-
tion of fluid specific angular momentum, {`i}ni=1, we can set the
fixed parameters (Ki,Ko), defining the boundary conditions in
VC
2
e f f
∣∣∣∣
K
and used to describe the RAD K`-modes. The func-
tion %γ, for each RAD component, is actually function of K.
To fix the RAD, it is important to consider the ratio Ki/Ko
for two adjacent tori–[27,29]. Using this approach, we finally
can obtain a series of constraints related directly to the den-
sity functions %γ, rather then on the K parameters. In fact, as
mentioned in Sec. (2), the surfaces of constant density coin-
cide with the constant pressure and potential surfaces. Taking
explicitly into consideration Eq. (24), one has for a torus that
K =
[
(%γ)γ−1 + 1
]γ/(1−γ)
.
Then the relation Ki + Ko = χ=costant implies for the tori
Ci < Co, that
%iγ =
(χ −  [(%oγ)γ−1 + 1]− γγ−1 ) 1γ−1 − 1
1
γ−1
, (25)
with  =constant.
Theory of accreting tori adopted here implies on the other
hand that each %iγ and %
o
γ are constant. Finally, to simplify our
arguments, we have assumed that the polytropic indices (but
not necessarily the polytropic constant κ) are equal for each
torus. This hypothesis may be especially relevant for the `corotating
couple. Note that we can then directly impose several con-
straints for the density function. Some simple examples, in-
cluding special (composite) density profiles are, for example,
the case %−[+] = %
i
γ − %oγ = %Φ =constant, where
Ki =
[%Φ −  (Ko− γ−1γ − 1) 1γ−1 ]γ−1 + 1−
γ
γ−1
.
These solutions create special tori surfaces from the condi-
tion on the constant pressure. Moreover, within the limits con-
sidered before, these constraints can found application also in
the collision analysis, to infer the final states (es. final merger
tori) from these constraints11.
5 General discussion on interacting tori and
energetic of associated processes
This first evaluation of the energetic related to the tori colli-
sion processes, performed by considering colliding particles
associated with the RAD tori, certainly suggests a promising
11 Other notable cases might be founded by the constraints %[×] =
%iγ%
o
γ =constant, %{×} = %γ(K
iKo) =constant or %±{+} = %γ(K
i ±
Ko) =constant. It is possible to show that not all these profiles are
related to quiescent of accreting toroids.
and interesting aspect of the agglomerate energetics. Here we
add some clarifications about these processes more specific in
the RAD framework collision they are associated to. Situations
showed in Fig. (14) deal basically with two very distinct phe-
nomena depicting the tori collisions, the first −j− concerns the
only couples C−× < C+× or C− < C+× (as there must be an in-
ner torus screening between the central BH and the accret-
ing outer torus), and arises due to the matter overflow from
the cusp of the outer accreting torus, which impacted onto the
inner corotating torus. The second process −jj− instead does
not necessary involve accretion from the outer torus, and the
main process features an impact from the quiescent or accret-
ing outer torus on the inner one or, more precisely, a contact be-
tween two adjacent tori of the couple, as such they may involve
`corotating or `counterrotating tori, thought the conditions for
such collisions to occur turn to be constrained especially by the
BHs dimensionless spin defining some special BHs classes. We
will add some further comments on this collision mechanics
below.
Focusing on the −j− case, the initial state of the inner torus
is in fact not relevant for analysis of this very initial phase of
collision and the assessment of the conditions for a collision
after accretion from the outer torus. In the case where the outer
torus is in accretion, collision is driven by the dynamics of the
external torus, the inner torus acts as a screening mass between
the accreting torus and the central black hole, similar situations
are for example considered in [12,13,14,15,17]. Clearly the
initial state of the inner torus is relevant in the second phase of
the collision mechanisms, when we are forced to explore the
situation under a wider perspective to consider the final state of
the RAD. In the −j− mechanism, the spacing region λ¯i,o, de-
fined as in Fig. (7), plays an essential role together with the ini-
tial constrains on the outer torus. Both aspects are thoroughly
discussed in Sec. (3).
Nevertheless, the evaluation of the energetics of collision
processes in the RAD, either for −j− or −jj− mechanism, can-
not avoid a more general, global approach, by considering col-
lision as a “global” phenomenon involving matter flow from
the outer torus and a large part of the inner torus, rather then
focusing on each particle of the flow. On the other hand, the
amount of matter overflow from each accreting torus, may also
be affected by the accreting torus (global) oscillations; we do
not consider here this aspect, but we refer for example to –[52].
We now concentrate on the −j− case, particularly on the
`counterrotating C−× < C+× as seen in Fig. (14), which pictures
the outer torus as source of accreting matter falling onto the in-
ner one. More specifically, regarding the (−j−) mechanism, we
should consider the outer torus mass accretion rate M˙ and mat-
ter flux, as well as the flow thickness, defined in Table (2) and
carefully studied in Sec. (4.3). These quantities are functions
of the BHs spin and range of variation of the the fluid spe-
cific angular momentum. Therefore, in this investigation we
find the maximum and minimum values of these quantities,
for given initial conditions on the outer (counterrotating) torus.
These aspects are all considered in Sec. (4.3), where we also
refer to a direct and explicit comparison between the corotat-
ing and counterrotating tori. Some additional notes about the
free-particle assumption for matter leaving the cusp are also
included, this hypothesis is translated into the use of Keple-
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rian velocity for the particle. We are not concerned here with
the conditions, or the RAD evolutive path, leading to a possi-
ble couple C−× < C+× which are investigated in [29] and con-
sidered also in Sec. (2), nevertheless the initial conditions on
the density mass and angular momentum are necessary for the
evaluations of all the quantities of Table (2). For the evaluation
of the mass accretion rate, cusp luminosity and other relevant
quantities of accretion tori, we assumed also the inner and outer
tori are filled with polytropic fluids, and in Sec. (4.4.1) we re-
visit this hypothesis, the polytropic equation of state allowing
to rewrite in an explicit way the density ρ in terms of the K-
parameter. The tori morphology, the thickness and elongations
of each component of the couple is constrained in Sec. (3),
the morphology of the aggregate components are important to
asses the possibility of tori collision, the state of tori (if quies-
cent or in accretion) and in general the RAD instability. This
information provides also some hints on the density of the fluid,
as the K parameter is directly linked to the torus density. We
shall see that some rather small tori may be described as well
by the model adopted in the investigation for each RAD com-
ponent, especially for the `counterrotating couples C−× < C+×,
according to specific classes of BHs attractors –Sec. (4.3). Ac-
tually small RAD tori of this kind of couple are expected to be
especially characteristic of slow rotating and low mass attrac-
tor. Construction of accretion models have narrowed many of
the relevant features of geometrically thick disks and particu-
larly of the so called Polish doughnuts which are very close to
the models adopted for the RAD components. There is a certain
variability in featuring such tori, depending essentially on the
central attractors (as it is the case also for the RAD model), and
on the force balance condition regulating the RAD dynamics.
Generally, these tori are opaque, having extreme optical depths.
Expected to be cold, such tori have temperature less or much
less than the virial temperature. They are radiation pressure
supported and cooled by advection with low viscosity. Very im-
portantly for the RAD energetic is that geometrically thick tori
are characterized by high accretion rates, with super-Eddington
or highly super-Eddington luminosity (with very small accre-
tion efficiency). We refer to Sec. (4.3) for evaluation of related
quantities in dependence of the parameters (`,K) and the BH
dimensionless spin. We know the entropy is constant along the
flow, the enthalpy flux has been investigated in Sec. (4.3). We
remind nevertheless that super-Eddington accretion, thought
often associated to strong matter outflows, does not necessar-
ily imply this, and this fact turns to be very significant in the
modeling the processes of the BHs seeds growing towards the
SMBH sizes to justify the masses of these extreme compact ob-
jects at high redshifts. A further explanation on the other hand
involves different accretions stages of the SMBHs accretion
tori life, and this particular mechanism is in fact seen here as
one of most promising situations in which RAD structure can
be directly involved through several accretion stages induced
by RAD instability. Given the importance of this aspect for
the energetic of the RAD processes, and for the mechanisms
of accretion of medium-small masses BHs towards SMBH at
high redshift, we have dedicated Section (4.3) to the study of
these quantities, focusing nevertheless on stressing the distinc-
tion between corotating and counterrotating tori. The initial
conditions, prior to the collision, i.e., the range of values for
the specific angular momentum ` of the two tori and the pa-
rameter K, have been dealt with in dedicated works. The as-
sessment of the initial (i) parameters (`i(i), `o(i)) are then im-
portant for the evaluation of the energetic of the process and
the range of density values for the fluid and the tori elongation
on the equatorial plane. While not specificized otherwise, we
shall indicate (i) for initial and ( f ) for a final state of a pro-
cess. The `counterrotating couples can have different evolutive
paths according to initial data con angular momentum, with
respect to the BH spin, and to the fact that the angular momen-
tum may change magnitude, remaining in L1, or it can possibly
increase up to values in L2 or L3. Nevertheless, these possibil-
ities turned to be significantly constrained by the SMBH di-
mensionless spin12 [29].
If the outer torus is counterrotating, we may assume the
falling material delivers negative angular momentum, increas-
ing the mass of the inner accreting torus (possibly affecting
Ki parameter) and, simultaneously, lowering its angular mo-
mentum; this is based on the simplest assumption that δ`i ≡
`i( f )−`i(i) ≤ 0, where in the final ( f ) state, `i( f ) is taken almost
constant. The lowering of the angular momentum magnitude of
the inner torus in principle would imply a increase of the cusp
location (and of Kmax) and a decrease of the torus center as
well, i.e., r−×( f ) > r−×(i) and r−cent( f ) < r−cent(i)–see Figs (13). But
this aspect comes into competition, as we will discuss below,
with the simultaneous mass increase, which may correspond to
a change in K (this is actually a function of matter density, but
also of the torus specific angular momentum). Moreover, under
suitable conditions it could also turn to block the accretion of
the inner torus. If the cusp moves inwards, the increase of the
torus mass m−, due to the new injection of matter from the outer
torus occurs, and the simultaneous decrease of specific angular
12 A state of a RAD component is fixed when the parameters (K, `)
and the tori morphology are established. The possibility that a RAD
couple may also return to a previous state of the evolution path was
named state loop in the couple evolutionary graph in [29]. Considering
the results traced in [29], we briefly summarize the general constraints
on the fluid specific angular momentum and the BH dimensionless
spin for any state of the couple ()− < ()+, made by an inner coro-
tating torus and outer counterrotating torus. These constraints were
then discussed together with the constraints on the K-parameters–see
also [27]. First, let us introduce the BHs spins aι = 0.3137M and
a0 = 0.3726M, the last spin has also been introduced in Sec. (4.2) see
also Fig. (14). These spins, rather close in values, refer to slowly spin-
ning SMBHs with respect to the limiting spins considered in Eq. (11).
In [29], we introduced the concept of correlation which here is in-
tended for occurrence of the possibility of tori interaction, or a tori
collision. The situation is as follows: Couple C− < C+× is clearly in
correlation while for the situation of C−× < C
+, with an inner torus
in accretion and an outer quiescent torus, only sufficiently slow BHs,
a < a0, can be characterized by the couple correlation. If the inner
torus is in a proto-jet unstable phase, collision never occurs, unless
the outer torus is not in accretion, or a proto-jet for attractors with
a < aι. On the other hand, the situation when an outer torus is a proto-
jet with an inner (corotating) torus in accretion be only be observed in
the spacetimes with a > a0, and there is no tori collision. In the state
with both proto-jets, collision is possible only for a < aι; if the outer
configuration is a proto-jet and the inner torus is in equilibrium, then
there is a collision. Viceversa, if the outer torus is in equilibrium, and
the inner structure is a proto-jet no correlation occurs.
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momentum may also lead to an decrease of the accretion rate.
However, Sec. (4.3), and especially the analysis in Figs (15),
presents particularly the behavior of accretion rate with respect
to the cusp location and the specific angular momentum.
This dynamics on the other hand concerns also the second
tori collision process, −jj−, occurring when λ¯i,o = 0, and the
collision is due to two possible evolutive paths of the collid-
ing couple or a combination of the two: in the first, −jjo−,
collision is caused by the outer torus which, in accretion or
quiescence, stretches onto the equatorial plane, roin( f ) < r
o
in(i);
this change can happen for a change in the angular momen-
tum magnitude (thus rocent( f ) < r
o
cent(i)), or a net increase of
the K-parameter at ` approximative constant (thus rocent( f ) ≈
rocent(i) and r
o
in( f ) < r
o
in(i), while r
o
out( f ) > r
o
out(i) and the torus
elongation λo( f ) > λo(i)) or a combination of the two–[29].
The second −jji− is due to the inner torus which is growing
`−( f ) ≈ `−(i) or stretching towards the accretion at approxi-
mative constant Ki, or viceversa an increases of Ki ≈ Kimax at
`i almost constant (with also riout( f ) > r
i
in(i)) implying aris-
ing of an accretion phase for the inner torus. Processes −jji−
and −jjo− may be therefore described also in the framework of
`-modes or K`-modes respectively. They result in an ultimate
stretching in the equatorial plane where riout moves outwards,
thought not necessarily ricent grows, or viceversa, with an in-
creases of `i, and a shift outward of ricent, leading to ¯λi,o = 0.
A general discussion of the evolutive processes of the couple
can be found in [29] while we shall draw here some qualitative
considerations, more specifically on the conditions after colli-
sion. Thought we do not approach directly the modeling of the
collision phenomena between the fluid of the two tori requiring
a different approach being a task far from the one considered
here, we note that, for this purpose, it is in fact essential to fix
the initial conditions on the colliding couples, as we have done
in the evaluation of the test particle collision. A colliding cou-
ple C−× < C+× can lead to a state after the collision made by one
torus or two final tori i.e. -I- a RAD made up by one torus, ()±,
with final state described by parameters (`( f ),K( f )) or −II− a
couple ()− < ()+. Note that the tori state in -I- and -II- has not
been specified as it could be in accretion or quiescent. However,
assuming the background spacetime remains unaltered during
the process, i.e, the accretion matter does not change the spin
or mass of the central attractor neither the torus self-gravity
leads to a feedback reaction these situations are in reality very
much constrained by ` and a further analysis bounds the rela-
tive values of (Ki,Ko) in the final states. Then, as considered in
[29] the second evolutionary path, −II−, could be also a tran-
sient stage leading finally to one torus, −I−, or generally being
part of a series of further evolutionary phases, where the couple
is subject to different state transitions. In the case −I−, a one
torus solution can be found when, either because of in accre-
tion (decreasing its angular momentum magnitude at almost
constant K), or for growing gaining a greater value of K, the
outer torus may eventually merge with the inner resulting in a
single torus, destroying the RAD and carrying the system to
the commonly considered accretion environment when a cen-
tral SMBH is surrounded by one orbiting accretion torus. It is
clear that these considerations enter also in the discussion of
the processes of the BHs accretion tori formation.
−II− In the case where the final state is made by a couple
of tori, we concentrate on the situation for the inner torus with
parameters (`( f ),K( f )), discussing briefly the situation for the
outer torus also. Two main processes are in competition :(a) on
one hand there, is an increase of matter provided by the outer
torus such that K( f ) is the new parameter value for the inner
torus and m( f )(K( f )) > m(i)(K(i)) where m is the torus to-
tal mass. One evolutive path can feature an outer torus which
is losing mass and momentum approaching the accretion (the
torus being smaller), while matter impacting on the inner torus
may be not sufficient for accretion to occur, i.e., to lead to a
situation were Ki( f ) < Kmaxi (`i( f )). This inequality has to be
evaluated together with `( f ) and `(i). However, it should be
also considered that this situation does not necessary occur, be-
cause in fact in the evaluation of the role of the K( f ) parameter
actually what is most relevant is the value of K( f ) related to
the limits [Kmso,Ksup[ (or more precisely [Kmin,Ksup[), where
Ksup = Ksup(`) is a function of the specific angular momen-
tum at fixed BH spin. Therefore the problem of change in the
inner torus rotation law has to be addressed prior the evalua-
tion of mass increase. Nevertheless, the initial and final state
of each torus can be studied in fact as an `corotating couple
(the states of the single torus before and after the collision do
not change the direction of rotation with respect to the black
hole, changing only in magnitude of the specific angular mo-
mentum). An increased K( f ) > K(i) for `( f ) > `(i) does not
lead necessarily to an increase of the torus elongation and the
establishing of the accretion (precise limits and methods are in
[27]), while there is rcenter( f ) > rcenter(i) for the tori centers
and r×( f ) < r×(i) for the tori accreting points, thus, if the in-
ner torus acquires enough mass from the outer torus such that
K(i)(`(i)) + ∆K = K( f )(`( f ))(rmax) and `( f ) ∈ L1, then there
is λ( f ) > λ(i) and the accretion of the final state of the inner
torus can lead to collision with the outer torus. This holds also
if the outer torus loses its angular momentum, |`+|, entering a
phase where λ( f ) < λ(i) and there is rcent( f ) < rcent(i) for the
tori centers. However, in this dynamical process constrains on
K will remains decisive. It is clear that the specific angular mo-
mentum after collision is the first significant parameter to fix
the state, as K depends on the limits on ` and K( f ), and on the
difference ∆K( f ) ≡ Ksup( f ) − K( f ) = ∆K = Ksup(i) − K(i). Ac-
creting matter brings also specific angular momentum, then as-
suming that the outer torus is small, we may assume `(i) ≈ `( f )
while K( f ) ≤ K(i) + ∆Ki, f (ros , ro×) where ∆Ki, f (ros , ro×) is a func-
tion of the quantity of matter accreting from the outer torus
on the inner. Actually, the relation between the specific angu-
lar momentum (`+o , `
−
i ) is properly fixed, the maximum elonga-
tion of the outer and inner tori, their thickness, their spacing,
and ranges of specific angular momentum, are constrained by
the central attractor dimensionless spin. Quantity ∆Ki, f (ros , r
o×)
is dependent also on the cusp location (which may vary), and
location of rs; this radius enters through the quantity W(rs) :
W(r×) < W(rs) < 1, and it is related to the thickness
←−
h s of
the accreting flow, analyzed in Sec. (4.3), see also Fig. (11).
Therefore, all these quantities will depend on the difference
∆W = W(rs) −W(r×). Note that generally the outer torus may
be far more larger then the inner one as the BH spin increases.
Since these processes can involve a substantial part of the
inner torus, it is necessary to discuss the situation for the inner
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torus of the couple to trace some conclusions on the RAD final
state after collision. On the other hand, in the RAD framework,
tori dynamics cannot generally be effectively considered for
tori being disentangled. It is possible to consider the evolution
of each torus disentangled from the others only in some periods
of the RADs evolution. The possibility that tori of the aggre-
gate do not collide, evolving independently from each other is
expected to the especially relevant for super-massive Kerr BHs
and Kerr SMBHs with near extreme dimensionless spin.
In this regard, we conclude this section by discussing a fur-
ther relevant aspect to be consider in the energetic involving a
SMBH interacting with orbiting tori. These objects can be sub-
jected to the runaway instability, a phenomenon, here directly
affecting only the RAD inner accreting torus, but indirectly the
entire couple. Therefore, the couples where runaway instability
may arise are C−× < (), or C+× < C±, as these may involve either
corotating or counterrotating torus. The runaway instability is
due to the interaction of the BH with the accreting torus via ac-
cretion of matter flowing into the BHs. The basic mechanism
features an interactive dynamical model involving both the at-
tractor and the accreting torus: basically because of the change
in the mass BH parameter, the accreting torus cusp can move
deeply towards the torus, i.e. the tori accreting points are re-
lated by r×( f ) > r×(i) where i and f are for initial state prior
accretion and f is for the torus state when runaway occurs.
Note that we do not explicit the role of the torus center (imply-
ing explicitly a torus angular momentum change). These effects
can be specially relevant in the SMBH accretion processes. In-
creasing the mass lost rate M˙ due to the cusp will bend in-
side the torus. The black hole parameters and specifically BH
mass increase, depending on the mass accretion rate and the
matter impacting on the BH event horizon. Consequently, the
spacetime structure is modified, and this also implies decreas-
ing the spin-to-mass ratio. In terms of RAD dynamics, there
can be a shift from an attractor class to another [30,29]. Con-
sequently the accretion tori and then the RAD never reaches a
steady state. Actually, a similar mechanisms of BH-accreting
torus interaction can arise also after a spin-shift, and more gen-
erally, this feedback process from the BH should be seen to-
gether with any other phenomena involving any change of the
BH parameters, spin and mass (and eventually even symme-
tries). Nevertheless, from the point of RAD morphology struc-
ture, the cusp may also move inwardly towards the black hole,
decreasing the mass transfer, and therefore stabilizing the en-
tire process (see for the dependence of the accretion rate on the
cusp location and other parameters the analysis of Sec. (4.3)).
Viceversa, there is the occurrence of the runaway instability
when the cusp moves outwards, penetrating the torus, result-
ing finally in an increases of mass transfer rate. Note that the
accreting torus could even be completely destroyed by such in-
stability. From methodological point of view, the study of this
situation can be carried out by considering stationary models
[110]. This can be interesting for the applications of this ap-
proach to RAD environments and this method in fact is also
applied in the analysis of the RAD possible evolutive paths
discussed here: in our language the inner torus Ci× releases a
part of its mass, with a total loss of FK K(i), and angular mo-
mentum ∓F``± (where FK  1 and F`  1) to the central
attractor which swallows it, the final stage of this first part of
the process is then concluded and a new calculation can con-
sider further state with a new background, which is changed
after change of the BHs, the new position of the cusp is then
evaluated. Generally, the study of this phenomenon can be per-
formed in a non-dynamical framework. The evolution of the
central black hole is read as a sequence of exact black holes
solution, each picture of the sequence being labeled with a dif-
ferent mass, whose increase is function of the mass accretion
rate. Consequently, following the dependence of the mass ac-
cretion rate (see Sec. (4.3)), the runaway instability is regu-
lated by several parameters, from the BHs dimensionless spin,
to the cusp location, the flow thickness and ultimately by the
structure of the innermost part of the torus. Pictures of the sys-
tems during stages of its dynamics was studied, this method
was carefully analyzed and discussed for geometrically thick
torus around Kerr BHs in [26]. Here we apply this approach
to the characterization of the RAD dynamics. The relevance of
the runaway instability for the RAD dynamics should also con-
sider the process time-scales (which in general is considered to
be short, depending also on different parameters and especially
the attractor) compared with the time-scale of the dynamical
processes of the accreting torus model, and in the RAD frame-
work, of the RAD dynamics. In a system made by a RAD cou-
ple and its BH attractor as in Fig. (14), while the accretion from
the inner corotating torus may establish the runaway instabil-
ity, this can be accompanied by a further process of torus-torus
interaction, which would bring, according to the mechanisms
considered above, also a change in the cusps, and if a runaway
of the inner torus is established, then also the outer torus is af-
fected. Similarities between BH-inner torus runaway process,
and the mechanism of torus-torus interaction appear. The con-
sequences of tori collision may analogously lead the evolution
of both the elements of the mechanism, going through a posi-
tive or negative feedback reaction. One of these stabilizes the
torus and the couple process, the other turning in a more com-
plex situation where evolutive loops may also occur, giving
rise also to more accretion cycles–a mechanism supposed for
example in [29]. This is particularly interesting in the case of
double accretion, or accretion from outer counterrotating torus,
where the presence of an screening quiescent inner corotat-
ing torus blocks the runaway from the outer torus accretion.
In this respects we could talk about torus-torus and torus-BH
runaway instability. A torus-torus runaway may be seen as ana-
logue problem with respect to the BH runaway instability, not
concerning, however, the background spacetime. The runaway
instability has also been considered playing a part in the GRB
production, and more generally in the energy extraction from
the central BH engine, released by the accretion mechanism it-
self together with the extraction of the rotational energy of the
rotating black hole via the Blandford-Znajek mechanism. All
these aspects could be combined in the RAD scenario with the
dynamics of the interacting tori.
6 Conclusion and future perspectives
The physics of accretion around super-massive black holes has
been extensively studied, both on a theoretical ground and by
means of numerical simulations bringing knowledge of both
the accretion disk dynamics, inherently disk formation and disk
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instabilities. These studies have often dealt with issues which
are partially still unresolved, as a full description of the ac-
cretion mechanism or even jet launching. A complete physical
picture of all these phenomena around strong attractors remains
to be framed in a unique setting, since there are strong signals
that there should be some unique interpretive framework to deal
with the pieces of the accretion puzzle. Here we concentrated
our attention on the possibility that more than one accretion
configuration, a couple of tori, may be formed around a cen-
tral super-massive Kerr BH. Similar structures are considered
as screening bubbles of dust or other materials in studies of X-
ray BH emission. Analogue effects produced by generic cloud
might arise from configurations considered here, taking care to
consider axial symmetries and coincidence of the orbital plane
with the equatorial plane (the specific toroidal model consid-
ered here as RAD component is also optically thick). Up to
now some ad hoc mass distribution additional to the main ac-
cretion disks was considered, avoiding a discussion of struc-
ture, morphology and more general constraints–see [111,112,
113,116] where titled and strongly misaligned disks are con-
sidered. In a broader perspective of analysis one might think
that some aspects on the AGN activities, connected to the for-
mation of such materials (and especially optically thick mate-
rial), may fit to an adaptation to the RAD context. Cloud ac-
cretion has been also claimed as a mechanism, together with
star tidal disruption, to enhance the SMBH accretion rate–see
for example [114]. The other possible case, represented by a
series of small and random accretions, overlaps with the pre-
dicted RAD evolution phases due to its inner ringed structure.
Screening effects of X–ray emission have been instead stud-
ied for example in [11,12,13,14,15,16,17]. Such investigation
also suggests that optical and X-ray emission profile obscura-
tion may arise from different phenomena caused by several ma-
terials including dust surrounding the inner part of the galactic
nuclei, randomly distributed around the central BH. Depend-
ing on the gas density, the light emitted could be absorbed in
the optic and in the X-ray electromagnetic band, distinguishing
AGN as obscured, not obscured, or much obscured (or Comp-
ton thick)-see also recent analysis [115]. Assuming a RAD sce-
nario one could analyse this obscuration. The observed tori are
constrained as the inner torus of the RAD, or the inter–torus
(quiescent and corotating), located between two tori where the
outer (counterrotating) one is accreting towards the central at-
tractor. Although certainly more detailed studies focused on
this aspect are necessary, a screening torus proposed here could
not be excluded in our opinion as a concurrent cause of the ob-
scuration effects.
This work bridges this gap with the aim to provide a reli-
able general set of constraints on the ringed disks and emerging
instability. This analysis led also to three sideline results: 1. a
very first evaluation of the energy release after tori collision
from two colliding tori of the same RAD, according to two
different collision mechanisms discussed in Sec. (4.2), proving
that energy release in such phenomena may be really huge de-
pending on the attractor rotation. 2. Second, the results trace a
link between the attractor characteristics and the orbiting tori
helping, on one side, to determine the model to be adopted and
to distinguish the central BH with its associated RAD–Sec. (2).
3. Third, we provided an extensive comparative study of prop-
erties of the counterrotating accretion tori orbiting around a
Kerr SMBH with respect to the corotating tori. A substan-
tial part of development and especially of analysis of the phe-
nomenology associated with RAD features the presence of `counterrotating
couple. Although the hypothesis of having counterrotating tori
has been considered in the literature, most studies are predom-
inantly oriented towards the analysis of the corotating accret-
ing tori interacting with their central spinning attractor. On the
other hand, the RAD investigation made it necessary to explic-
itly address the possibility of the formation of counterrotat-
ing extended toroidal matter configurations especially around
SMBHs. We set constraints on the formation and accretion of
such tori, This analysis has also led to a careful assessment of
the accretion rate, cusp luminosity and accretion efficiency in
dependence of the BH spin and the cusp locations for the two
classes of orbiting fluids. To our knowledge, this systematic
study has been for the first time directly addressed in literature.
In this analysis we have considered every central Kerr black
hole attractor: from very slow, up to the Schwarzschild limit,
to the limit of extreme Kerr BH. We realized a systematic in-
vestigation of the parameter space for the tori, with particu-
lar attention to the case of tori in accretion and tori collision,
providing a classification of couples according to the dimen-
sionless spin of the central Kerr BH. We demonstrate that only
specific couples of accretion tori can orbit around a central Kerr
BH–Sec. (4.1). The dimensionless spin of the Kerr black hole
strongly constrains the possible couple of orbiting tori in num-
ber, location and relative range of variation for specific fluid
angular momentum and density parameter. There are strong in-
dications that (see [27,29,28]) RADs are capable to feature a
“co-evolution” of BH system and galactic life of the BHs, im-
plementing a BH-RADs correlation paradigma, relating spe-
cially featured RADs evolutions to one special class of Kerr
BHs, according to their dimensionless spin–[30].
The systems investigated here offer several methodologi-
cal and observational challenges. Describing a set of virtually
separated tori orbiting one attractor as an entire configuration,
requires a certain number of assumptions. A first aim of this
paper was to establish the conditions for the existence and in-
stability of the couple of tori, considering also the possibil-
ity of tori collision at a certain stage of the couple evolution.
To do this, we adopted both an analytical and numerical ap-
proach, considering an effective potential function for the tori
couples and by considering a direct integration for certain par-
ticular representative cases, guided in the parameter choice by
the analysis of geometric properties of the Kerr spacetime. The
general relativistic hydrodynamic equations we solved are cou-
pled with proper boundary conditions, enabling to take account
of the presence of two tori and eventually emergence of their
collision regime. This onset was modified in a simple way in or-
der to preserve the general relativistic hydrodynamic approach
for each individual torus which is commonly rendered through
an effective potential function. We casted therefore in Sec. (2)
the set of the Euler equations using a composite effective po-
tential for the couple.
We believe our study show there is a strong motivation to
discuss the results of this approach in comparison with more
complex scenarios where the contribution of the radiation, vis-
cous and magnetic factors having a predominant role at least in
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some phases of the evolution of the formed structures. For each
torus, this implies also the need to define the specific nature and
history of the BH attractor and of each RAD component.
The theory of the perfect fluid relativistic torus orbiting a
Kerr BH has been developed since the first fundamental works
in many different applications. For the first time to our knowl-
edge, it is however applied here and in [27,28] to the descrip-
tion of a couple of tori. The results reported in this work are
certainly a first step towards the understanding of the dynamics
of a tori couple and therefore we expect several different exten-
sions of the model and its improvements. Particularly, we plan
to extend the investigation to the scenarios where different ro-
tational laws are considering for the accretion tori. In addition,
it would be interesting to investigate, using more elaborated
approaches, further situations where, for example, a change of
the BH parameters is expected due to accretion, or where the
tori self-gravity is considered. A possible mechanism expected
to be relevant in the case of a thick torus is for example the
runaway instability [117], raised eventually from accretion of
the inner RAD torus (in the `corotating or `counterrotating tori
of the kind C+× < C− or C−× < C+×.) As consequence of the
mass loss through the cusp of the inner tori, the BH parame-
ters would be affected by the accreting material, therefore the
spacetime geometry modified and so the instability of the ac-
creting tori occurs, changing its cusp r× location. It is worth
pointing out that in our model prescription of such runaway
mechanism may eventually trigger a drying-feeding process in
which the inner torus would be characterized by several stages
of instabilities. We should note that each torus in this special
RAD has high or very high accretion rates; we expect in pro-
cesses analogue to feeding-drying, this can be give rise to a sort
of “clumpy” episodic accretion process. As mentioned above,
a further challenge acknowledges the existence of very differ-
ent RADs tori histories which may be distinguished in three
periods of BH-ringed accretion disk life: the first (I) featuring
tori formations, the second (II) facing the accretion of one or
two tori onto the central BH and the third (III) the eventually
emerging of tori due to collisions. Picturing these situations is
clearly a complex task. Each of these periods obviously counts
on different contributions to the balance of forces for the torus,
hence the need to deal with the problem with different tools.
We were motivated to provide general applicable results with
the least number of assumptions that would make this a very
specific model restricted to a particular attractor and particu-
lar torus. We substantially reduced the parameter space of our
model, providing ranges of variation of the variables and pa-
rameters which may fit also to some extent for other models,
providing also attractor classes on the bases of the tori fea-
tures indicating the attractor which we should chase to find
evidences for. Dynamics and tori instability are generally de-
termined by the balance of gravitational, magnetic, centrifugal
and hydrostatic pressure, together with dissipative effects, as
viscosity and resistivity, eventually torus self gravity and ra-
diation pressure. Each of these ingredients is relevant in one
of the disk period and mainly determine the disk model to be
adopted. On the other hand, the disk model is tightly bounded
to the attractor, thus the choice of a geometrically thick accre-
tion torus around a SMBH where the curvature contribution to
the force balance is predominant, is usually well founded. Set-
ting our analysis in this model, we are able to provide general
and strict limits especially on periods II and III–(a more care-
ful analysis of the evolution of these systems is discussed in
[28,29]). By neglecting here the period of formation of the sin-
gle tori that can be attributed to the influence or combination
of different phenomena, we concentrate on the second period
and the emergence of the collision. A second aim of this paper,
addressed in Sec. (4) was in fact to investigate the emerging of
tori collision and the related mechanisms. In all of these catas-
trophic events, collision energy is expected to be released. An
evaluation of CM-energy in the test particles approximation is
provided. Although it suffers of various issues (e.g. fine-tuning
problems [118]), this approach is effectively widely used as a
useful first approximation. In the future investigations, the role
of other factors as radiation, magnetic fields, and temperature
could be included. As shown in Fig. (14), collisional efficiency
of interacting matter of `counterrotating tori increases with in-
creasing BH spin being very high for near-extreme BHs. Re-
sults on collision thus suggest that collisional double tori ef-
fects may represent a new and unexpected sources of radiation
that might be observed through the phenomenology associated
with both the stable and unstable configurations, giving clear
indications that considering only part of the expected contribu-
tion a large release energy is expected from the collision. The
phenomenology associated with these toroidal complex struc-
tures may be indeed very wide. This new complex scenario
in facts lead to reinterpret the phenomena analyzed so far in
the single-torus framework. The radially oscillating tori of the
couple could be related to the high-frequency quasi periodic
oscillations (QPOs) observed in non-thermal X-ray emission
from compact objects, keeping fingerprint of the discrete ra-
dial profile of the couple structure. More generally instability of
such configurations, we expect, may reveal crucial significance
for the high energy astrophysics related especially to accretion
onto supermassive BHs, and the extremely energetic phenom-
ena occurring in quasars and AGNs that could be observable
by the planned X-ray observatory ATHENA13.
Further important aspect, investing the methodological point
of view, concerns the applicability in different contexts from
the stationary hydrodynamic model set-up adopted here for the
single torus. If this first investigation on tori collisions is to be
understood as a proposal where introduction of additional in-
gredients should be taken into account by specific models for
the single torus, we expect that in the balance of different con-
tributions, the presence of other magnetic or viscosity effects
cannot qualitatively change the constraints enlightened here. To
be certain of adaptability and applicability of the results plotted
here, we need to consider first the adaptability to other models
of the results concerning the limit of one-torus model. The hy-
drodynamical model considered here is widely applied in many
contexts and surely showing a remarkably good fitting on the
more complex models as well discussed for example in [64]
when it comes to the analysis of morphology presented here.
These results can then be used as initial data and comparative
model in any numerical analysis of more complex situations,
sharing the same symmetries, as it is generally adopted in many
general relativistic hydrodynamic (GRHD) or and general rel-
13 http://the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/
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ativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) approaches for the
single accretion disk case. In the current analysis of dynami-
cal one-torus system of both GRHD and GRMHD set-up, the
geometrically thick tori considered in this work for each RAD
component, are commonly adopted as initial configurations for
the numerical analysis–[54,55,57]. This is a good hint of the
reliability in wider contexts represented by different accretion
disks supported by more complex accretion. There is no expec-
tation that there would be a qualitative overcome of constraints
provided here, especially for period II which are reasonably
not qualitatively affected by other contributions. The morpho-
logical features of the equilibrium and locations are certainly
predominantly determined in these studies by the centrifugal
and gravitational components (see for example the very much
debated definition of inner edges of accreting disks, which is
commonly accepted running in the range ]rmbo, rmso] according
to the specific tori model). Thus, this work is also intended to
be a guideline for constraints on numerical dynamical analysis.
A further aspect influencing the model development is the
RAD formation. These coupled tori are expected to form as
a result of the interaction of the central attractor with the en-
vironment in AGNs, where corotating and counterrotating ac-
cretion stages are mixed. A major, suggestive possible host-
environment for BH-RADs are AGNs SMBHs. There are evi-
dences suggesting what these RADs structures may play a ma-
jor role in Galaxy dynamics and particularly in AGNs. Several
studies are in support of the existence of SMBHs characterized
by multi-accretion episodes during their life-time in Galaxy
cores. Consequently SMBHs life may report traces of its host
Galaxy dynamics as a diversified feeding of a SMBH. These
processes may involve repeated galaxy mergers or also inter-
acting binary BH, X-ray binaries or SMBHs binary systems.
As a consequence of these activities, matter around attractor
could give an equilibrium configuration as counterrotating and
misaligned tori [116,112]. Sequences of orbiting toroidal struc-
tures with strongly different features as, for example, different
rotation orientations with respect to the central Kerr BH are
argued to be produced from chaotical, discontinuous accretion
episodes where corotating and counterrotating accretion stages
are likely to be mixed [46,40,45,41,42]. In this environment
where also the galactic magnetic field can eventually play an
important role in the formation and rotation orientation of each
tori, strongly misaligned tori with respect to the central SMBH
spin may appear [111,112,113,116]. Further phenomena seen
as possible candidate for RADs formations may be BHs kick-
out in BH-populated Galaxy core–see for example [119]. The
turbulent attractor life would be source for very different ac-
creting matter in some kinds of binary systems, or may involve
the self gravity of a unique original accreting disk which finally
splits into several rings.
From observational view point, we believe our results may
be of significance for the high energy astrophysics. In fact the
presence of such structures is capable to substantially modify
the single disk scenario, which has been effectively taken so
far as the interpretative common ground. Explanation of some
of most intriguing and unveiled issues of BHs physics inter-
acting with matter may be reset in this new framework where
single tori paradigma would be then just seen as a limit or spe-
cial case related to an evolutive phase of non isolated BHs life.
The presence of inner tori may also enter as a new unexpected
ingredient in the accretion-jet puzzle, as proposed also in [34,
35,36] and [28]. These is a huge amount of possibilities to be
investigated as tori interactions or oscillations can be associ-
ated to a variety of phenomena with relevant energy release, as
we have also partially faced here. Accretion or collision con-
stitute possible scenario for the entire ringed disk instability
eventually leading to interesting observational effects. Tori in
ringed disk may collide and merge, or, eventually the accret-
ing matter from the outer torus of the couple can impact on
the inner torus, or the outer torus may be inactive with an ac-
tive inner torus accreting onto the BH, or both tori may be
active. These multi-configurations may be at the root of phe-
nomena eventually detectable by X-ray detectors as the shape
of X-ray emission spectra, the X-ray obscuration and absorp-
tion by one of the torus, in the extremely energetic radiative
phenomena in quasar and AGNs. Signatures of RADs may be
found in the emission shape lines as peaked profiles of radi-
ally stratified emission[35,34,36]. The radially oscillating tori
of the ringed disk could be related to the high-frequency quasi
periodic oscillations observed in non-thermal X-ray emission
from compact objects (QPOs), a still obscure feature of the X-
ray astronomy related to the inner parts of the disk. Relatively
indistinct excesses of the relativistically broadened emission-
line components were predicted in difference works, arising in
a well-confined radial distance in the accretion structure orig-
inating by a series of episodic accretion events. Our analysis
first shows that occurrence of these situations is strictly con-
strained by the black hole spin. This aspect has also important
implications on the possible observational effects providing a
perspective on the phenomena emerging from their dynamics,
isolating those situations where actually these configurations
may be chased.
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A Corotating tori in the ergoregion: RAD tori
separation and constraints
The possibility that corotating toroidal extended matter config-
urations could be formed in the outer ergoregion (“all-contained”
accretion tori), Σ+ , and even to cross the outer ergosurface, r
+
 ,
has been investigated in [26]. This situation was then explored
in the RAD context, particularly in relation to the RAD tori
separation in corotating tori sub-sequences of RAD compo-
nents (which are possible to form in Σ+ ), and the counterro-
tating ones, confined in the outer region of the boundary r+ ,
in dependence on the Kerr BH spin–[27,28,32]. Fundamental
differences between slow rotating SMBHs and faster spinning
SMBHs were observed. The tori separation is a particularly
relevant phenomenon for faster spinning BHs. For these space-
times, quiescent and accreting tori solution of the Euler equa-
tion (6), located entirely in Σ+ are possible, proving that, as
in Fig. (16), different classes of faster spinning SMBHs pro-
vide different topological constraints (equilibrium conditions)
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Fig. 16. The outer ergoregion Σ+ ≡]r+, 2M] (light-gray region) of the
Kerr geometry. Gray region is r < r+, r+ is the BH horizon. r+ = 2M
is the outer ergosurface. Location of inner edge of quiescent tori and
tori center, the region of inner edge of accreting tori r× and proto-jets
are shown.
for the tori. In [28,32] in particular, this aspect was addressed
in relation to the role of ergoregion in the emission and the
structure of the proto-jets, whereas a more attentive look to the
attractors classification was considered in [30]. To complete the
discussion on n = 2 RAD, we briefly mention the possibility of
the ergosurface penetration and all-contained accretion tori (or
“dragged surfaces”). The tori location with respect to the cen-
tral BH, with specification on their equilibrium states, are rep-
resented in Fig. (16), where the critical points of the hydrostatic
pressure are also shown. Clearly, this analysis concerns the case
of couple with an inner corotating torus, in accretion or not, i.e.
all the couples ()− < ()± are considered according to the con-
straints and restrictions discussed in Sec. (2). The inner con-
figuration containing or crossing the ergosurface (in the sense
illustrated in [26]) can be a “screening torus”, as considered
in several analysis of the X-ray emission[12,13,14,15,17]. Fi-
nally, these tori should have a special relevance also in the eval-
uation of collisional effects, considered here in Fig. (14), occur-
ring in Σ+ with possible applications to the energy extraction
processes assumed to occur from the Lense-.Thirring effect in
the Σ+ . The role of the dragging effects has been also consid-
ered in Sec. (4.3) in the evaluation of the mass-accretion rates
for corotating and counterrotating tori in dependence of the BH
spin.
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